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Advanced Fire Detection Enhances
Safety and Simplifies Maintenance
at Theme Park Attractions
At Universal Studios and other theme parks nationwide,
advanced aspirating smoke detection technology
improves fire safety, enables early detection and simplifies
maintenance.
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PRESENTED BY

THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGOLAND

FAMILY FUN

Winter Fest

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22ND
MORGAN PARK SPORTS CENTER

11505 S WESTERN AVE, CHICAGO, IL 60643

3-6PM

ICE RINK OPEN SKATE

4-6PM

GYMNASTICS OPEN GYM

BRI NG YO U R F A M I L Y A ND F RI E NDS A ND JO I N THE
C H I E F E NG I NE E RS A SSO C I A TI O N F O R A F A M I LY FUN
E V E NT! F RE E S K A TE RE NTA L , F O O D A ND DRI NKS.
CO NT ACT T HE O F F ICE W IT H A NY Q U EST IO NS .

To RSVP call the office at (708) 293-1720
or sign up online to attend this event!
www.chiefengineer.org
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Dear CEAC Members,
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Past President
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The new year is here and with
it comes a certain degree of
change. For me, it brings new
responsibility as newly sworn-in
president of the Chief Engineers.
I’d like to take a moment to
express my personal appreciation
to Dan Carey for everything he
did as president over the last two
years to preserve the continuity
of our organization and to
start bringing the younger
generations into the fold. Dan’s
example of leadership, leaving
the Association in better shape
than when he came to it, is one
that I aspire to.
Becoming president of the CEAC is an honor, a privilege, and a pinnacle
moment in my three decades as a chief engineer. I started my career
path in 1989 when I became an apprentice under the watchful eye of
Buck Nichols at 14 E. Jackson Blvd., to whom I owe a debt of thanks for
his patience and wisdom. In 1991, I joined Mic Keaty, Pat Holly, Jerry
Cryan and Bob Rolla as an engineer at 175 W. Jackson, where I stayed
long enough to become Assistant Chief in 1998. In 2000, I became Chief
at 225 W. Washington, and was able to work with sharp engineers like
Bill Middleton, Chris Brown, Hank Nash, Jack Crisham, Mike Kenzinger,
Jim Conway and Pete Mixan.
In 2005, I advanced into the construction side of our profession, joining
the development team for the CBS and Morningstar project at Block 37,
giving me an appreciation for a different side of the industry. By 2012, I
was given the opportunity to move out of the ranks of construction and
operations, and into the rewarding position of assistant training director
for Local 399. Working with the membership of this great local has been
worthwhile, and living through the progression from Jackson Blvd. to
what is now the IUOE Local 399 Technology Center has been humbling.
During all of these years, I’ve have had the pleasure of working with
the suppliers and service companies that have remained committed
to the CEAC all of this time. I have come to appreciate every aspect
of the business we’re in, from every part of the supply chain up to
the individual responsibilities that engineers and chief engineers must
shoulder in day-to-day operations.
As your CEAC president, I remain keenly aware of my obligation to
serving the membership, and with the help of the rest of the Board,
we plan to further the betterment of those in our profession through
an increased commitment to education. We encourage those with
educational opportunities for our membership to reach out so that we
can broaden the reach of ideas and further elevate our profession.

Tom Phillips
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In Brief
Cleanup of Contaminated Site Is
Expected to Cost Millions

operate on-board electronics and other auxiliary systems, reducing the strain on the buses’ batteries.

LANSING, Mich. (AP) — The cleanup of an industrial
site in suburban Detroit from which contaminated
water leaked last month will likely cost millions of dollars, officials of Michigan’s environmental agency said
Wednesday, Jan. 15.

The systems cost nearly $65,000, and about $43,000
was covered by a grant from the state Renewable
Energy Fund.

Tracy Kecskenmeti of the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes and Energy told Michigan lawmakers efforts to contain the leak at the Electro-Plating Services Inc. site in Madison Heights has cost at
least $200,000 over 24 days. She said the presence of
per- and poly-fluoroalkyl substances could triple the
cost of removing contaminated water and soil from
the site.
Electro-Plating Services was shut down by state regulators in 2016 due to mismanagement of industrial
waste. An EPA cleanup removed toxic chemicals and
contaminated liquids. The recent leak of bright green
goo onto the shoulder of Interstate 696 prompted a
new investigation. It found high levels of numerous
toxins in soil and groundwater at the site, including
hexavalent chromium, which is associated with cancer,
kidney and liver damage.
EGLE Director Leisl Clark told lawmakers she is “disappointed” in what transpired in Madison Heights and
the agency is reviewing decisions and processes regarding property owner Gary Sayers.

Solar Power Used to Boost Batteries
on Diesel Buses
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) — Some of the buses in the
Rhode Island Public Transit Authority fleet have been
equipped with solar panels to boost battery life and
performance.
Thirty-three diesel-engine buses have the roof-mounted panels that are expected to save thousands of dollars a year in money spent on replacing or jump-starting buses, the Providence Journal reported Monday,
Jan. 13.
“This program not only supports a cutting-edge clean
technology company in Warwick, but will help make
commuting with RIPTA a more energy efficient option
for riders,” Gov. Gina Raimondo said in a statement.
The panels will be used to start the buses, as well as
6
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The agency is evaluating the performance of the panels to inform future decisions on the implementation
of other clean technology.

Florida High Court Nixes Energy
Deregulation Ballot Question
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) — A proposed constitutional
amendment that would have deregulated Florida’s
energy industry won’t be on the November ballot after
the state Supreme Court ruled Jan. 9 that the ballot
language is misleading.
The proposal was fought by large utility companies
and Attorney General Ashley Moody, among others.
The court focused on ballot language that said Floridians would have the right to sell electricity and said
that right wasn’t expressed in the full amendment
language.
A group called Citizens for Energy Choices has been
gathering signatures to put the proposal on the ballot.
At the time of the ruling, it had 642,245 of the 766,200
required signatures needed before a Feb. 1 deadline.
The group has spent more than $5.5 million on the
initiative.
If the proposal had succeeded, it would have limited
current big, for profit utilities to transmitting electricity and maintaining lines while opening up electricity
markets to virtually anyone who wanted to sell power
to Florida customers.

Proposed Gas Plant Could Reduce
Flaring in Bakken Oil Patch
WILLISTON, N.D. (AP) — A proposed gas plant could
help reduce wasteful flaring in the northern region of
the Bakken oil patch.
Outrigger Energy, of Denver, wants to build a plant in
Williams County west of Williston capable of processing up to 450 million cubic feet of gas per day.

Crude oil prices surpassing $50 per barrel have attracted the company to oil drilling in the Bakken, according
to CEO Dave Keanini.

Kansas’ Embrace of Wind Energy Helps
It Reduce CO2 Emissions

“We like being in basins where there’s a lot of activity
and a lot of growth going on,” he said.

WICHITA, Kan. (AP) — Kansas has been able to reduce
its carbon-dioxide emissions for a 10th straight yea due
to the rapid adoption of wind energy and a slow move
away from coal powered electricity.

The company also plans to build a 70-mile gathering
pipeline that starts in eastern Williams County and
ends at the processing plant, according to the Bismarck
Tribune. It has entered into an agreement with XTO
Energy to transport gas from the producer’s wells.
The Outrigger processing plant is the sixth facility of
its kind in the works in North Dakota. Officials hope
the investments will significantly curb the amount of
excess gas that is flared in the state.

ISU’s Dreiser Hall to Get $18M
Renovation Thanks to Funding
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. (AP) — Indiana State University’s
Dreiser Hall is set to undergo an $18.4 million renovation that will replace much of the 70-year-old building’s aging infrastructure.
The State Budget Committee recently approved the
release of the funds for the renovation after state lawmakers approved the funding during their last session.
The project will improve the building’s HVAC and
plumbing systems, its fire suppression system and electrical needs and also bring it into compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act.
Dreiser Hall’s classrooms will also be upgraded to
include state-of-the-art technology to allow individuals statewide to earn a degree at a distance, the
Tribune-Star reported.

About 36 percent of all electricity produced in Kansas
is from wind, the highest percentage of any U.S. state,
the Kansas News Service reported. In 2019 alone, Kansas saw four new wind farms, adding enough capacity
to power 190,000 homes for a year.
In 2017, about half of Kansas’ total carbon-dioxide
emissions came from burning fossil fuels, such as coal
and natural gas, to create electricity. Plant upgrades
and federal environmental regulations since, have
forced coal plants to clean up what was coming out of
their smoke stacks.
Carbon-dioxide emissions contribute to global warming. Ashok Gupta, a Natural Resources Defense Council
board member, said the move to renewable energy
and subsequent decrease in carbon-dioxide emissions
will be vital to reducing the impacts of climate change.
“We should be going by 2030 to pretty much carbon-free electricity,” he said.

Michigan Regulators Approve Smaller
Utility Rate Increase
FORT WAYNE, Ind. (AP) — Michigan regulators recently
approved a rate increase for Indiana Michigan Power,
though one significantly smaller than initially sought
by the utility.

Work on the project should begin around June 1 and
take about 16 months to complete, said Diann McKee,
ISU’s senior vice president of finance and administration.

The Michigan Public Service Commission approved an
agreement Jan. 23 allowing the Fort Wayne-based
company to boost its Michigan customers’ rates by a
total of $36.4 million annually — about 38 percent
lower than the proposed $58.5 million increase.

Dreiser Hall was built in 1950 and houses academic
programs in the College of Arts and Sciences, including
multiple communication classes, student media, video
production, a student operated radio station, distance
education classrooms, and a 255-seat theater.

According to the commission, a customer who uses
500 kilowatt hours of electricity a month will see an
increase of $12.14, or about 15 percent. The utility
agreed not to change base rates until 2023 at the
earliest.
The utility serves roughly 600,000 customers in Indiana
and Michigan. The new rates take effect Feb. 1.
V olume 85 · N umber 2 | 7

Representing Quality Manufacturer’s Since 1959

7030 N. Austin Avenue
Niles, IL 60714
847.588.3170
www.imbertcorp.com

New Equipment & Factory Authorized OEM Parts

Aftermarket Parts 877-312-HVAC (4822)
Plate & Frame Heat Exchangers

Pipe Expansion Joints

Cooling Towers, Fluid Coolers

Fan Coils / Blower Coils

Chemical Free Water Treatment

Custom Air Handling Units

Modular Chillers

Vibration / Seismic Isolation

Custom Air Handling Units

Air Cooled Chillers, Custom
DX RTU’s and DOAS Units

Water Source Heat Pumps

Separators, Sand Filters

Humidification Systems

VRF | Split Systems

Flow Control Valves

Dehumidification Systems

7030 N. Austin Ave
Niles IL 60714
Phone: 847.647.7610
Contact: Tim Schaffer

Complete Cooling Tower Repair and Rebuild Services
■ Maintenance Programs

■ Factory Trained Technicians

■ Replacements Parts

■ Seasonal Tower Start- Up
and Shut Down Services

■ Tower Upgrades
■ Local Parts Inventory
■ Vibration Isolation Products
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■ Eaton VFD Start-Up
■ Free Cooling Tower Inspections

NEWS
Advanced Fire Detection Enhances
Safety and Simplifies Maintenance at
Theme Park Attractions
To fully engage guests, amusement parks such as Universal
Studios create multi-million dollar immersive theme attractions in buildings that may be up to 60 feet high with multiple changes in elevation. As guests are moved from scene to
scene by boat, rollercoaster or other conveyance, there can
be a wide range of special effects including water, mist, fog
and even simulated pyrotechnics.
This can create challenges for fire safety and smoke detection equipment, however, which must be able to distinguish
smoke from a fire, from ride effects and even dust in cavernous and dimly lit environments.
So when Universal Studios Hollywood recently revamped
its original Jurassic Park ride into its cutting-edge Jurassic
World ride — complete with the latest in animatronics and
pulse-pounding appearances from a colossal shark-eating
Mosasaurus and a T. rex battling a genetically weaponized
Indominus rex — it also had to update its smoke detection
technology to make it safer and easier to maintain.
“One of the [smoke detection] challenges for the Jurassic
World attraction is that it is essentially a boat ride with quite
a bit of fog and mist, along with simulated pyrotechnics in
some areas,” says Thomas Johnson, a manager with Callide
Technical, a southern California-based design build fire safety
integrator.
According to Johnson, such conditions can trigger false
alarms, which theme parks want to avoid because it has the
potential to shut the ride down for hours of testing.
Changes in the fire code since the Jurassic Park ride was first
commissioned also mandated more complete smoke detection coverage and put an even greater premium on simplified testing and servicing.
Like other amusement parks, Universal Studios must comply
with NFPA (National Fire Protection Association) 101, Life
Safety Code 1988 edition, which includes “Special Provisions for Special Amusement Buildings.” Over time, these
requirements continue to be refined and expanded. States
like Florida and California, which have some of the biggest
amusement parks in the United States, also have their own
fire code requirements.
The regulations also dictate that all amusement park attractions pass annual “full function” tests along with bi-annual
visual inspections of smoke detection equipment. This can

Universal Studios Hollywood employed an advanced aspirating smoke
detection system called the VESDA-E VEA by Xtralis to ensure reliability on
attractions where regular maintenance is challenged by inaccessibility.

be challenging and time-consuming if many individual spot
smoke detectors are high up on ceilings or walls.
“Testing often requires using boom lifts to reach traditional
smoke detectors and there is really no good time to do that
on a working ride,” says Johnson.
To address such issues, Callide Technical and Universal Studios
(Continued on page 10)
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Hollywood turned to an advanced aspirating smoke detection technology system called the VESDA-E VEA, by Xtralis, a
global provider of aspirating fire detection equipment.
The VEA draws in air through small, unobtrusive sample
points in each room or area. The air is analyzed using sophisticated laser-based technology at a central unit to identify
the presence of smoke particles in a continuous process. The
centralized detector combined with full integrity monitoring
allows the annual functional smoke test to be conducted in
an easily accessible location and in a fraction of the time.
According to Johnson, seven VEA devices are utilized inside
the Jurassic World ride with 14 to 35 sampling points per
unit.
This approach offers earlier detection by detecting very small
amounts of smoke particles, potentially before a fire begins
to flame and burn. In many cases, early warning smoke detection can initiate timely evacuation and allow intervention
to prevent fire spreading to other areas.
As a multi-channel, addressable system, the VEA central unit
can also pinpoint the exact location of the alarm.

largest manufacturer of engineered fire alarm systems. “We
have the ability to basically plug a cable into the unit to get
full addressability through our main panel programming
without having to add hardware and cost.”
The aspirating system also reduces nuisance alarms by more
clearly distinguishing between smoke, fire and dust and can
even be adjusted to refine the settings for a specific application.
“The new ride hasn’t had any issues, alarms or troubles since
we put it in,” says Johnson.
The small size of the VEA sampling points renders them
virtually invisible, making them inconspicuous to theme park
guests and a perfect solution for interior designers.
“One of the theme park’s goals was good aesthetics, with
small, unobtrusive sampling points that would not detract
from the ride experience,” says Johnson.
For more information, contact: Xtralis at 175 Bodwell Street,
Avon, MA 02322; call: +1 619-252-2015, email:
sales@xtralis.com; or visit: www.xtralis.com/vea

“With an addressable system, the theme park can quickly
locate and resolve any issues faster,” says Johnson, who notes
that Xtralis is fully compatible with Honeywell Notifier, the
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CALL CHIEF ENGINEER AT
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EDITOR@CHIEFENGINEER.ORG
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PROJECT, PRODUCT, SERVICE OR
ANYTHING OTHER INDUSTRY NEWS YOU
THINK CHIEF ENGINEERS NEED TO KNOW
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Iowa-Illinois Port Designation Sought
Along the Mississippi
DAVENPORT, Iowa (AP) — Several Iowa and Illinois counties
hope to form a sprawling port district along the Mississippi
River — a plan that backers say would improve access to
federal funding and aid business development.
Bob Sinkler, a retired U.S. Army colonel who worked 30 years
for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, told the Quad-City
Times that organizers are working on getting governing
boards in all 15 counties that share river access to join what
would be designated a port statistical area. An application
then would be submitted to the Corps of Engineers. If it
were approved, the 222-mile-long (357.3-kilometer-long)
port area would rank 68th in tonnage in the country.
The Iowa-Illinois plan envisions a port area with many
terminals — areas where goods are loaded and unloaded —
along the shared length of the river. A similar long port area
stretches along the Ohio River between Ohio and Kentucky.
The port plan does not specifically call for any new construction on the river, nor does it give any state or local group
authority to levy taxes or regulate port commerce. It merely
designates on paper a federally recognized port where shippers are already doing business and then tracks the shipping
volume.

often sent to other districts aligned with major ports, he said.
Businesses along the river could benefit from the federal
designation because area leaders could “better quantify
what exists here and then tell that story,” said Paul Rumler,
president and CEO of the Quad Cities Chamber.
“So for a marketing perspective, we’ll be able to talk about
all the commerce, all the commodities, and all the flow of
goods and products that flow up and down our river, from
our interstates into ports and onto barges,” Rumler said.
Talks are continuing with the five county boards that have
yet to pass resolutions to join the port plan. Sinkler said it’s
hoped they will in time to apply for the port designation
by the end of January so federal recognition could come by
September.

815-407-1950

preservationservices.com

“There’s no downside. It’s just recognizing reality,” Sinkler
said.
Designation as a top 100 port would help in competing for
federal funds for infrastructure projects, Sinkler said. Corps
of Engineers funding sought for the Rock Island District is

DID YOU
KNOW?
YOU CAN VIEW, DOWNLOAD AND PRINT PHOTOS
FROM CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION OF
CHICAGOLAND MEETINGS ONLINE.

JUST VISIT HTTP://WWW.FLICKR.COM/PHOTOS/37163962@N02/SETS/

OR VISIT
CHIEFENGINEER.ORG AND CLICK ON THE
IMAGES ON THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE.

Preservation Services, Inc. is one of Chicago’s most unique and capable
commercial roofing contracting companies, providing complete solutions
since 1992. We are members in good standing with Local 11 United Union
of Roofers, Waterproofers, and Allied Workers.
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Now Stocking OEM York Replacement Parts

AffiliatedParts.com

650 W Grand Ave, Elmhurst, IL 60126

877-928-2787

Pure Safety Group Recalls SRLs With
Stainless Steel or Web Lifelines
HOUSTON — Pure Safety Group has issued an immediate
recall and stop-use alert for its Guardian Fall Protection
Self-Retracting Lifelines that use a stainless steel or web
lifeline.
“A small number of SRLs were identified as noncompliant
with ANSI Z359.14-14 and must immediately be removed
from service,” PSG states in a press release. Under certain
conditions, the stainless steel or web lifeline may not perform to industry standards in leading-edge applications and
could result in serious bodily injury or death.
The recall affects the following product numbers:

•
•
•
•

10931: Halo (formerly Edge) Series with 20-foot stainless
steel cable
10933: Halo (formerly Edge) Series with 25-foot stainless
steel cable
10936: Halo (formerly Edge) Series with 30-foot stainless
steel cable
10979: Diablo (formerly Daytona) with 50-foot stainless

Pure Safety Group has issued a recall and stop-use alert on a number of its
Self-Retracting Lifelines (SRLs) that employ a stainless steel or web lifeline.

•
•

steel cable
10980: Diablo (formerly Daytona) with 65-foot stainless
steel cable
10908: Halo Series with 20-foot web retractable lifeline
with boot cover

According to the release, no incidents or injuries related to
the recall have been reported. In November, PSG issued an
immediate recall and stop-use alert for its Guardian Fall Protection and Web Device 3-Way Rescue and Retrieval Self-Retracting Lifeline units.
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Old Lead Pipes Pushes Replacement Plan
in New Jersey Capital
By Mike Catalini

TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — All 37,000 of the lead water pipes in
New Jersey’s capital city will be replaced over the next five
years at an estimated cost of $150 million, Trenton officials
said Thursday, Jan. 9.
The announcement comes about five months after the state’s
biggest city, Newark, said it would speed up the replacement
of its 18,000 lead lines over the next 2 1/2 years — and as the
state grapples with how to move forward with its old water
infrastructure.
Trenton’s publicly owned water utility draws water from the
Delaware River and serves some 200,000 customers in the
city, in addition to surrounding communities of Ewing, Hamilton, Hopewell and Lawrence.
Pipes will be replaced in phases as the city and Trenton Water Works, the public utility, continue to secure funds, which
are coming from the state infrastructure bank, as well a
federal program, according to David Smith, the water works

chief engineer.
Residents must register on the utility’s website and pay
$1,000 to have their lines replaced, Democratic Mayor Reed
Gusciora said. That’s a savings, he said, since replacement
typically costs about $2,000-$5,000 per line. About 7,000 people have already registered to have their pipes replaced, and
officials say they hope to make the replacement mandatory
and at no cost at some point.
Trenton has struggled with lead in its water for years,
though Gusciora said 2019 was the first year in memory that
the water’s lead level was under the federal limit of 15 parts
per billion.
“Our intention is to make up for some lost time. We’re going
to hit this aggressively,” Smith said.
Lead in drinking water has been linked to developmental
delays in children and can damage the brain. It is most often
caused by pipes connecting a home to a water main as well
as by lead fixtures or lead solder.
The problematic water took on new urgency over the summer when tests came back positive for lead in some of Newark’s drinking water. That led the mayor and county officials
to work out an agreement for a $120 million bond to speed
up lead pipe removal from 10 years to nearly three years.
Democratic Gov. Phil Murphy also called for a $500 million
bond to pay for replacing all the lead pipes in the state.
There’s a consensus that price is the biggest factor holding
up replacement, though it’s unclear whether Murphy’s proposal would cover the cost.
Another issue is the incomplete picture officials have of
where lead pipes are located. The state began asking the

14 | C hief E ngineer

A worker hands a piece of lead pipe to a colleague as they work to remove water service lines Thursday, Jan. 9, 2020, in Trenton, N.J. The city announced
it is replacing 37,000 lead pipes over five years as part of an effort to remove the potentially harmful pipes. (AP Photo/Mike Catalini)

state’s 600-some water utilities to submit inventories of their
systems last year, but so far only 160,000 lead pipes have
been accounted for. Other estimates show the figure is likely
double that.
Trenton has an inventory of all the lead pipes its responsible
for, Smith said, but homeowners and businesses own the
stretch of line that runs from the street to the house.

That information is much more difficult to come by, he said,
though Trenton will be replacing the entire length of lead
pipe with copper to eliminate that issue.
Other states have begun replacing lines, as well. In Michigan,
Flint’s lead levels spiked in 2014 after the city switched its
water source. That led the state to come up with a plan to
replace all 500,000 of the state’s lead pipes.
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Pipeline Company Fined $30M But Can
Resume Construction
By Michael Rubinkam

Pennsylvania fined an energy company more than $30 million in January but will allow it to resume construction on its
problem-plagued natural gas pipelines.

agreement with the DEP that will allow us to safely complete
the construction projects we have underway in Pennsylvania.”

The state Department of Environmental Protection issued
one of its largest-ever civil penalties in the wake of an investigation that found Energy Transfer had violated numerous
regulations during construction of the Revolution pipeline in
western Pennsylvania. A 2018 landslide along the pipeline’s
route in Beaver County triggered a gas explosion and fire
that destroyed a home, a barn and several cars, and prompted an evacuation.

But environmental groups blasted the settlement.

The financial penalty was part of a settlement agreement
between the department and Energy Transfer subsidiary ETC
Northeast Pipeline LLC.t In return, the department agreed
to lift a statewide moratorium on construction permits it
imposed on Energy Transfer nearly a year ago.
The department said the Dallas-based company has “demonstrated its intention to correct its unlawful conduct to DEP’s
satisfaction.”
The decision means that Energy Transfer will be allowed to
resume construction on its troubled Mariner East pipeline
network that transports natural gas liquids across southeastern Pennsylvania. The company has incurred millions of
dollars in fines and weathered several shutdown orders over
Mariner East, primarily due to polluted waterways and drinking water wells. At least two criminal investigations involving
Mariner East are underway.
The Department of Environmental Protection said it would
keep a close eye on Energy Transfer during construction and
would reinstate the permit ban if the company violated the
environmental laws. Energy Transfer promised compliance
and said Jan. 3 that it was “pleased to have reached an
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“Pennsylvanians jaded by the Department of Environmental
Protection’s poor track record for holding polluters to account will be unmoved by the agency’s historic fine on ETC,
the company that has laid waste to communities across the
commonwealth,” the Better Path Coalition, a statewide network of environmental groups, said in a statement. “Instead,
they will shudder at the thought that the company will be
able once again to get permits for its projects.”
Kurt Knaus, spokesman for the Pennsylvania Energy Infrastructure Alliance, a coalition of business groups and labor
unions, said the end of the permit ban means that “skilled
laborers who have been waiting to get back to work will finally be back on the job, putting their training to use for the
safe, responsible development of critical infrastructure.”
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As coal plants continue to close, wind farms are on the rise in Montana. (AP Photo/Great Falls Tribune, Robin Loznak)

Wind Farm Projects Lining Up in Hills
Around Montana Town
By Tom Lutey

BILLINGS, Mont. (AP) — In the hills around Rapelje, where
jackrabbits far outnumber people, there’s a renewable energy powerhouse in the making.

of these companies either have to get it done to get the tax
benefits or they’re just going to have to not have any benefit
from the tax relief.”

Wind farms, four of them in various stages of development,
promise to deliver up to 480 megawatts of capacity just as
planned coal power plant retirements in Montana are escalating.

There’s good reason the wind farms are 80 megawatts. Federal law assures facilities that size and smaller qualify for a
guaranteed contract and a negotiated price from a monopoly utility. Stillwater is already under contract with NorthWestern Energy. The other three developments — Caithness Beaver Creek, Grizzly Wind and Black Bear Wind — are in rate
discussions before the Montana Public Service Commission.

There are 80 megawatts of generation spinning at Stillwater Wind, and four projects of similar size on a slow walk
through the regulatory process of Montana’s Public Service
Commission. A little further south, between Rapelje and
Columbus, two more developments are in the process. In
neighboring Carbon County, construction crews are working
on pads for a 240-megawatt wind farm capable of electrifying a mid-sized city.
So many wind farm developers have knocked on the door of
the Stillwater County Commission that the regional government has created a form with all the pertinent project
questions.
“The previous commissioners have been talking to wind
farms for 16-plus years,” said Mark Crago, Stillwater County
Commissioner. “It’s just now finally come to fruition and a lot
of it has to do with the tax abatement sunsets in 2021. A lot

Pryor Mountain Wind near Bridger is being built by PacifiCorp and is much larger than the projects in the county next
door.
Pryor Mountain Wind “is a 240-megawatt wind project with
a 40 percent net capacity factor and will produce about
841,000 MWh/year,” said Spencer Hall of PacifiCorp. “The facility will produce the power equivalent to the usage of more
than 76,000 U.S. households on an annual basis.”
Pryor Mountain Wind is one of those years-long developments pushed to construction as favorable tax benefits reach
(Continued on page 18)
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the end of their shelf life. The project was rolled out as a
120-turbine wind farm in the final days of 2014. Just before
Christmas, Congress approved a wind production tax credit
for projects started in 2014. The credit was retroactive, meaning that all projects started that year without the tax credit
suddenly had a potential tax break. Those that hadn’t started
scrambled to cut the earth with a bulldozer blade so they
could show that the project was underway.

process in Wheatland County near Harlowton, and two, both
of them around 20 megawatts in capacity, in Teton County.
Another push for bringing on new generation is the retirement of coal-fired power plants in the West. In Montana,
just one week into 2020, Colstrip Units 1 and 2 were shut
down by owners Talen Energy and Puget Sound Energy, who
said the power plants were no longer economical. Together
the units had 614 megawatts of capacity. Lewis and Clark
Station, near Sidney, is expected to close this year, or in early
2021.

The wind farm went through several different owners before
PacifiCorp picked it up. PacifiCorp owns the power line that
services Yellowtail Dam. It’s that line that gives Pryor Mountain access to customers in western states. Those tax credits
from 2014 still play a big part. PacifiCorp sold the tax credits
to Facebook. The wind farm is expected to be spinning by
year’s end. “The production tax credit really does play an
important role in buying down the cost of wind power. And,
with it going away, this is the last chance to get wind while
it’s on sale,” said Jeff Fox of Renewable Northwest, one of
the largest advocates for renewable energy development in
the region.

There is common ownership between Colstrip and the developing wind farms. PacifiCorp owns 10 percent of Colstrip
Units 3 and 4. The parent company of Talen Energy, Riverstone Holdings, bought Stillwater Wind developer Pattern
Energy in November. It isn’t certain that all of the projects
will clear the bar, but Stillwater Wind is already spinning.
At night, the red lights on the backs of Stillwater’s turbines
can be been seen from Interstate 90 between Columbus and
Reed Point.

The timing to qualify for the tax credit means getting a project underway no later than this year and making sure that
it’s spinning out power by the end of 2021. The time requirements explain the hustle that Crago is observing by wind
developers in Stillwater County, though the urgency doesn’t
stop there. There’s a 75-megawatt wind farm in regulatory

Developer Pattern Energy says Stillwater Wind’s 31 turbines
produce enough power to electrify 23,000 homes. It sells
its electricity to NorthWestern Energy. The wind farm has a
net capacity factor of 40 percent, according to a Stillwater
employee, meaning that in a year the wind farm is producing
energy about 40 percent of the time.
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Pipeline Firm to Pay Another $2M Fine
in Pennsylvania
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) — A Texas-based pipeline giant that is
heavily penalized in Pennsylvania has agreed to pay another
$2 million in fines for spilling drilling fluids into a reservoir
during construction on a 350-mile multibillion-dollar pipeline
carrying highly volatile natural gas liquids.
The consent agreement was made public Jan. 16 after it was
signed earlier in the month by officials from Gov. Tom Wolf’s
administration and a subsidiary of Energy Transfer LP.
The state Department of Environmental Protection said more
than 208,000 gallons of drilling fluids spilled into Raystown
Lake in Huntingdon County in 2017 during construction on
the company’s Mariner East pipelines.
The agency said that, in numerous cases, the company didn’t
immediately report the contamination, as required by its
permits, until 2018 or 2019.
Construction on the Mariner East pipelines stretching across
southern Pennsylvania has now spurred more than $15 million in fines and several temporary shutdown orders by state
agencies, primarily for polluting waterways and drinking
water wells, and using construction methods not approved
by state regulators.
The pipeline construction has drawn the attention of county,
state and federal authorities, including an FBI investigation
into how Wolf’s administration came to issue permits for the
construction.
When Mariner East construction permits were approved in
2017, environmental advocacy groups accused Wolf’s administration of pushing through incomplete permits that
violated the law and warned that it would unleash massive

and irreparable damage to Pennsylvania’s environment and
residents.
Separately, Wolf’s administration in recent weeks fined
another Energy Transfer subsidiary more than $30 million in
connection with a gas pipeline explosion in western Pennsylvania in 2018.
In return, Wolf’s administration agreed to lift a statewide
moratorium on construction permits it imposed on Energy
Transfer a year ago.
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Tri-State to Close Coal Facilities in
Colorado, New Mexico
The closures will affect about 600 employees and Tri-State
plans to work with state and local officials to support them
and their communities, the utility said.
Tri-State has come under pressure from its members and
renewable energy advocates for its reliance on coal.
The company shut down its coal plant in Nucla, Colo., last
year ahead of its original closure target in 2022. It previously
said it would close one unit of its Craig plant by the end of
2025.

The Queen Anne dragline, with the Tri State Craig Station power plant in
the background, is shown operating at the Trapper Mine in Craig, Colo.
Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association announced that it would
close two plants, including the Craig Station plant and the Escalante Station
in New Mexico, as part of its Responsible Energy Plan. (AP Photo/Denver
Post, Brian Brainerd)

DENVER (AP) — Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association plans to close two of its coal-fired power plants and a
coal mine in Colorado and New Mexico.
The utility announced the closures Jan. 9 as part of its Responsible Energy Plan, the Denver Post reports.
Tri-State serves 43 electric associations in Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, and Nebraska.
The utility plans to close the Escalante Station in New Mexico
by the end of this year. It said it will close two units at the
Craig Station plant in Craig, Colorado, and its operation at
the Colowyo Mine in northwest Colorado by 2030.
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“Serving our members’ clean energy and affordability needs,
supporting state requirements and goals, and leading the
fundamental changes in our industry require the retirement
of our coal facilities in Colorado and New Mexico,” Tri-State
Chairman Rick Gordon said.
Colorado’s Democratic Gov. Jared Polis lauded the decision
during his January state of the state speech.
“Tri-State and its members announced that they will be
replacing their remaining coal power in the state with
thousands of megawatts of cheaper and cleaner renewable
energy sources by 2030, resulting in a 90% reduction in the
utilities’ in-state greenhouse gas emissions,” Polis said.
The Colorado Mining Association believes closing the coal
facilities will hurt electricity customers in the state and the
communities that have built economies around the industry.
“The lower costs afforded by plants such as Craig Station currently help to balance the increased costs of adding renewable energy and transmission to the system,” the association
said in a statement.

Regulators OK Natural Gas Power Plant
in Northern Wisconsin
MADISON, Wis. (AP) — State regulators have approved plans
for a $700 million power plant on the shores of Lake Superior despite conservationists’ concerns that the facility will
harm the environment.
The Wisconsin State Journal reports that the state Public
Service Commission voted 2-1 Jan. 16 to approve a permit for
the Nemadji Trail Energy Center in Superior. The plant will be
jointly owned by La Crosse-based Dairyland Power Cooperative and Duluth, Minn.-based Minnesota Power. Plans call
for the plant to use natural gas to produce 625 megawatts’
worth of power.
The utilities argue that the plant will help them move away
from coal-fired power generation. But environmental groups
insist the companies should find cheaper and cleaner options
than a plant that will produce millions of tons of heat-trapping gases. The Sierra Club said the plant will be “an environmental and economic disaster.”

The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources also has
expressed concerns about the plant’s impacts, including
erosion, wetland loss and groundwater depletion. Natural
gas plants produce only about half as much carbon dioxide
as coal-fired plants, but mining and transporting natural gas
can release far more potent heat-trapping gases.
Commission Chairwoman Rebecca Valcq voted against the
project, citing the potential environmental damage. But
Commissioners Mike Huebsch and Ellen Nowak, who were
both appointed by former Republican Gov. Scott Walker, voted for the facility, saying the DNR would ensure protection
of the environment.
The project still faces obstacles in Minnesota, where an appeals court in December revoked Minnesota Power’s authorization to invest in the plant. The Minnesota Public Utilities
Commission voted 3-2 to approve Minnesota Power’s role in
the deal, despite a judge determining the utility could meet
its needs more cheaply using renewable generation.
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Superfund Cleanup Considered for
Detroit ‘Green Goo’ Site

Toxic chemical substances leaked along Interstate 696 in Madison Heights, Mich., on Dec. 20, 2019. The discovery led to an investigation of an old
industrial site near the interstate. State regulators said high levels of multiple contaminants have been found in soil and groundwater around the former
Electro-Plating Services. (Michigan Department of Transportation via AP)

MADISON HEIGHTS, Mich. (AP) — An industrial site in suburban Detroit from which a greenish stream of contaminated water leaked onto a freeway will be considered for the
federal Superfund cleanup program, Michigan officials said
Friday, Jan. 10.
The state Department of Environment, Great Lakes and Energy said an evaluation of the Electro-Plating Services Inc. site
will be completed this spring. It will be based on dozens of
soil and water samples being taken by the department and
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the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
The chrome plating company in Madison Heights was shut
down by state regulators in 2016 due to mismanagement of
industrial waste. An EPA cleanup removed toxic chemicals
and contaminated liquids.
The leak of bright green goo onto the shoulder of Interstate
696 last month prompted a new investigation. It found high
levels of numerous toxins in soil and groundwater at the

site, including hexavalent chromium, which is associated with
cancer, kidney and liver damage.
The Superfund program enables EPA to arrange cleanup of
highly contaminated sites by requiring polluters to pay for
the work or using government funds when responsible parties can’t be found.

ENERGY EFFICIENT LIGHTING & CONTROLS

Michigan officials said in January that they also had detected
high levels of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances, known
as PFAS, in water collected by a sump pump in the facility’s
basement.
PFAS are chemicals used in a wide variety of industrial and
household products that have been linked to kidney and liver
damage, thyroid disease, fertility problems and low birth
weight.
The Michigan agency said water sampled from the basement
pit contained levels of one PFAS compound, known as PFOS,
at a level of 742 parts per trillion, far exceeding Michigan’s
groundwater standard of 70 ppt.
The environmental department said the recovered water will
be treated to remove the compounds and other pollution
before disposal.
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Detroit Fines Company for Illegally
Storing Limestone
DETROIT (AP) — Detroit has fined the company that owns
a site along the Detroit River where a collapsed dock sent
construction aggregate material into the river for illegally
storing tons of limestone for months, a city official said.
Revere Dock LLC has been hit with a $10,000 fine for storing
nearly 40,000 tons (36,287 metric tons) of limestones on its
dock without a permit since July 2019, said David Bell, the
city’s director of Buildings, Safety Engineering and Environmental Department.

uranium, lead, several chemicals and heavy metals during
testing of water samples at the industrial site.
Revere Dock has owned the site since 2015 and leased it to
Detroit Bulk Storage, which is a sand and gravel storage yard
business.
Bell noted that although the owner obtained permits in August 2016 for site alterations and improvements, Revere Dock
“did not ever” submit a permit to have storage of aggregate
materials.

“The fact is they have been illegally operating, and so we’re
going to make them feel it,” Bell told The Detroit News Jan.
14. “It’s very frustrating to me that a property owner would
operate in this manner.”

Since Jan. 9, Bell’s department has issued 28 tickets for violations stemming from the spill, he said, noting that citations
have been steady, amounting to about $2,800 per day.

The illegal operation came to light during the investigation into the Nov. 26 dock collapse that spilled an unknown
amount of limestone construction aggregate material into
the river. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency found

Adam Patton, a consultant Revere Dock hired to oversee its
response plan to the state, declined the newspaper’s request
for comment. Detroit Bulk Storage Vice President Noel Frye
deferred comment to the site owner. The newspaper couldn’t
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Material is loaded into a gravel-train semi at Detroit Bulk Storage, a sand and gravel storage yard in Detroit. (Todd McInturf/Detroit News via AP)

reach the site owner for comment at press time.

POWER SYSTEMS
SOLUTIONS

Gary Brown, the city’s director of Water and Sewerage
Department, told council members that the water “is as safe
today as it was the day before the spill, and the day after.”
“We have a contained pipe water system,” Brown said. “I’m
not saying that there’s not an environmental issue with contaminated soil. I’m saying it can’t get into the water system.”
The site, formerly occupied by the Revere Copper and Brass
Corp., produced uranium materials in the 1940s and 1950s.
That company was a subcontractor for the Manhattan Project, which developed the atomic bomb during World War II,
U.S. Department of Energy documents show.
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Sunflower Electric Abandons Proposed
Kansas Coal Power Plant
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) — On Jan. 15, Sunflower Electric Power Corp. abandoned its proposed coal-fired power plant in
southwest Kansas after nearly 15 years of pushing for the
project, handing a big victory to environmentalists who opposed the plan from the beginning.
The utility said in a news release that it will allow the air permit for the Holcomb expansion project to expire March 27.
Sunflower Electric already operates one plant near Holcomb
and proposed building an adjacent $2.2 billion, 895-megawatt facility. Sunflower Electric and its largest development
partner, Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association,
together invested more than $100 million in the now-abandoned project.
Proponents argued the project would bring jobs to the area.
Environmentalists objected to the facility, citing the potential for greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to climate
change.
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The battle over the plant eventually reached the Kansas Supreme Court, which cleared the way for construction in 2017.
“Fifteen years ago, the price of natural gas was high, and
wind generation was in its infancy,” Stuart Lowry, president
and CEO of Sunflower said in a prepared statement. “At that
time, the expansion of the Holcomb station emerged as the
best way to meet our members’ long-term needs for generating reliable, affordable energy.”
The electricity market has changed over the last decade,
with the growth of renewable energy and changes in the
economy, Sunflower spokeswoman Cindy Hertel said in an
email. Hertel also cited the implementation of the Southwest
Power Pool Integrated Market, which has joined the rest of
the nation’s regional transmission organizations in operating
a day-ahead market for electric power.
No new coal-fired plants have been brought online in the
U.S. since 2015 and there are none under construction.

Sunflower Electric Cooperative's coal-fired power plant churns out electricity in Holcomb, Kan. The utility announced last month that it is abandoning its
pursuit of the coal-fired plant’s expansion after nearly 15 years of effort to make it happen. (AP Photo/Charlie Riedel, File)
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Trump Administration Approves
Keystone Pipeline on US Land

By Matthew Brown

BILLINGS, Mont. (AP) — The Trump administration on
Wednesday, Jan. 22, approved a right-of-way allowing the
Keystone XL oil sands pipeline to be built across U.S. land,
pushing the controversial $8 billion project closer to construction though court challenges still loom.
The approval signed by Interior Secretary David Bernhardt
and obtained by The Associated Press covers 46 miles (74
kilometers) of the pipeline’s route across land in Montana
that’s controlled by the Bureau of Land Management and
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, said Casey Hammond,
assistant secretary of the Interior Department.
Those segments of federal land are a small fraction of the
pipeline’s 1,200-mile (1,930-kilometer) route, but the rightof-way was crucial for a project that’s obtained all the needed permits at the state and local levels.
The pipeline would transport up to 830,000 barrels (35
million gallons) of crude oil daily from western Canada to
terminals on the U.S. Gulf Coast.
Project sponsor TC Energy said in a court filing that it wants
to begin construction on the U.S.-Canada border crossing in
Montana in April. Opponents promised to challenge those
plans in court.
First proposed in 2008, the pipeline has become emblematic
of the tensions between economic development and curbing
the fossil fuel emissions that are causing climate change.
The Obama administration rejected it, but President Donald
Trump revived it and has been a strong supporter.
The stretch approved includes all federal land crossed by the
line, Hammond said. Much of the rest of the route is across
private land, for which TC Energy has been acquiring permissions to build on.
Environmentalists and Native American tribes along the
pipeline route say burning the tar sands oil will make climate
change worse, and that the pipeline could break and spill oil
into waterways like Montana’s Missouri River. They have filed
numerous lawsuits.
Hammond said Interior officials and other agencies have
done a thorough review of the potential effects on the environment. He said TC Energy had provided detailed plans to
respond to any spill.

TC Energy's Keystone pipeline facility is seen in Hardisty, Alberta. The Trump
administration is approving a right-of-way allowing the Keystone XL oil
sands pipeline to be built across U.S. land. Federal officials told The Associated Press that Interior Secretary David Bernhardt would sign the approval
for about 45 miles of the line's route Wednesday, Jan. 22, 2020. It pushes
the controversial $8 billion project closer to construction, but it still faces
court challenges. The 1,200-mile pipeline would transport up to 830,000
barrels of crude oil daily from western Canada to U.S. refineries. (Jeff McIntosh/The Canadian Press via AP, File)

liters) of oil in eastern North Dakota. Critics say a damaging
spill from Keystone XL is inevitable given the length of the
line and the many rivers and other waterways it would cross
beneath.
An attorney for environmental groups that have sued to
overturn Trump’s permit for the line said they will ask the
judge in the case to block the new approval.
“We have every confidence that the federal courts will set
aside these approvals,” said Steve Volker, who represents the
Indigenous Environmental Network.
Additional approvals from the Army Corps of Engineers are
needed for the pipeline’s impact to Montana’s Fort Peck
dam. Two utilities must approve power lines that would connect to the project’s pumping stations.

“We’re comfortable with the analysis that’s been done,”
Hammond said.

On Montana’s Fort Peck Reservation, where tribal members
fear an oil spill getting into water supplies, Democratic state
Sen. Frank Smith said Trump’s strong support for the project
appeared to be pushing it through.

Another oil pipeline in TC Energy’s Keystone network in
October spilled an estimated 383,000 gallons (1.4 million

“All we can do is pray from here on in,” Smith said. “The
president said it’s going through, and it’s going through,”
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“It’s a no-brainer for us as far as how the community
feels. We’d go out there and help them if we could”
— John Carnahan, County Commissioner
adding that despite TC Energy’s pledge to
operate safely, “there can still be human
error” and another spill could happen.
In Phillips County, Montana, where the line
would cross the Canada border into the U.S.,
officials want the tax revenue on the oil
that would pass through, estimated at more
than $1 million annually.
“It’s a no-brainer for us as far as how the
community feels,” county commissioner
John Carnahan said. “We’d go out there and
help them if we could. It’s not only good for
the county, it’s good for America.”
U.S. District Judge Brian Morris in Montana
initially denied a request from environmentalists to block construction in December
because no work was immediately planned.
But he also has ruled against the project, including a 2018 decision that stalled the line
and prompted Trump to issue a new presidential permit for it to cross the U.S.-Canada
border.
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In Nebraska, the state Supreme Court
removed the last major obstacle for the
project in August when it ruled in favor of
state regulators who had approved a route
for the pipeline in 2017.
TC Energy intends to begin mobilizing
construction machinery to areas for worker
camps and pipeline storage yards in Montana, South Dakota and Nebraska, according
to court filings. It also plans to start toppling trees along the route in parts of South
Dakota.
Associated Press reporter Grant Schulte
in Lincoln, Nebraska, contributed to this
report.
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Microsoft: ‘Carbon-Negative’ by 2030
Even for Supply Chain
By Matt O’Brien

Microsoft is pledging to become 100 percent “carbon-negative” by 2030 by removing more carbon from the environment than it emits.
CEO Satya Nadella said Thursday, Jan. 16, that the commitment will happen “not just across our direct emissions, but
across our supply chain, too.”
It’s a major step up from Microsoft’s previous green pledges. The tech company had said its data centers would be
60 percent powered by renewable electricity by the end of
last year, but environmental groups have said it has fallen
short of such rivals as Google and Apple by relying too much
on purchasing renewable energy credits to make up for its
carbon emissions.
“Microsoft has really been in the middle of the pack,” said
Elizabeth Jardim, senior corporate campaigner for Greenpeace USA. “Not an ‘A’ student but clearly not doing nothing.”
Jardim said that the Jan. 16 announcement shows a “more
serious and holistic” approach and that Microsoft “understands climate science and the shrinking window for action.”
Microsoft now says it will hit 100 percent renewable for
all of its data centers and buildings by 2025 — and will no
longer depend on credit-buying to meet its goals. Google
and Apple have already said they reached the 100 percent
milestone. Amazon said it would run on 100 percent renewable energy by 2030.
Microsoft is responsible for about 16 million metric tons of
emissions per year, said Brad Smith, the company’s president
and chief legal officer. That includes not just Microsoft’s
global network of energy-chugging data centers, but emissions from making electronics components for its devices and
consumers who plug in its Xbox gaming consoles at home.
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“When it comes to carbon, neutrality is not enough,” Smith
said. “We have to get ourselves to net zero.” That means
removing from the atmosphere all the carbon one emits, he
said.
Microsoft will set new procedures next year to push its suppliers to reduce their environmental footprint, in the same
way it has required some of them to offer their workers paid
time off and parental leave. It’s also expanding usage of a
fee it has had since 2012 charging its own business units per
ton of carbon they emit.
Microsoft says that after reaching its 2030 goal, it will, by
2050, remove all of its historical emissions since the company
was founded in 1975. But Jardim says Microsoft is undermining its goals by leading tech firms in partnering with oil and
gas companies, providing tools and services that can speed
up the extraction of fossil fuels.
Microsoft also said that it is starting a $1 billion fund for
developing carbon reduction and removal technology.

A man walks past a Microsoft sign at the annual Microsoft shareholders meeting in Bellevue, Wash. Microsoft on Thursday, Jan. 16, 2020, announced a
plan to reduce its carbon footprint. (AP Photo/Elaine Thompson, File)
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NEWS

Illinois’ Black Hawk Statue is Finally
Finished
OREGON, Ill. (AP) — The Illinois landmark known as the Eternal Indian statue is finally complete after years of planning
and fundraising.
The scaffolding surrounding the sculpture, also known as
Black Hawk, was removed in late January, the Rockford Register Star reported.
The city of Oregon is ready to celebrate the 109-year-old
statue’s makeover, Mayor Ken Williams said.
“We’ve received messages and comments from all over the
country,” Williams said. “People who have visited the statue,
people who used to live in the area and they’ve followed
the progress of what’s happened and the problems with the
statue as it deteriorated. Now that it’s repaired and restored,
it is very important to the community.”
In 2015, an effort was launched to restore the statue, Illinois
Conservation Foundation executive director Crystal Curfman
said.
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Restoration efforts paused in 2016 after the conservator and
the project engineer disagreed over how much of the statue’s exterior concrete skin needed to be removed. The statue
sat under a black tarp for about two years.
In 2018, the nonprofit Black Hawk Restoration Team was
formed to jump-start the project. The organization raised
about $270,000 in donations from the private sector and
the Illinois Department of Natural Resources was awarded a
$350,000 grant for the restoration.
“I think that just shows how valuable this monument is to
the people from this area who grew up here and possibly
still live here or moved away because they really supported
it,” said organization chairperson Jan Stilson. “It really was a
grassroots effort.”
Workers began erecting the scaffolding in September after
repair work was to begin in spring of 2018.
(Continued on page 35)
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Jan Stilson stands near the 48-foot tall Eternal Indian landmark, in Oregon. Ill. The statue had been in severe disrepair since 2013 until a successful fundraising effort by Stilson and about 20 volunteers paid for the next phase of the statue's restoration. (Arturo Fernandez/Rockford Register Star via AP)

An unveiling ceremony is being planned for the spring.
“It’s been an icon for the Sauk Valley and the city of Oregon for years and years,” Williams said. “We are largely an
ecotourism community and that’s a prime draw for us. We
expect to see a lot of tourism pick up just because the statue
is finished. People are excited to see what it looks like now
that it’s no longer under wraps.”
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INAUGURAL

&
The Chiefs’ Inaugural Concert event at Thalia Hall was an unusual event for this organization, but it really started 2020 off with
a bang! Thanks to Poi Dog Pondering and the folks at Thalia Hall for being so accommodating, and for making the event such
a rocking good time for everyone in attendance. Poi Dog kept the grooves coming and really brought the energy to make it an
unforgettable evening for everyone.
We would like to thank everyone who attended this event, and in particular our robust roster of sponsors who made it all
happen, including A. Messe Supply, Able Services, Air Comfort, Beverly Companies, Bullock, Logan & Associates, CBRE Chicago, CT
Mechanical, Cristaux, Delta Heating & Air Conditioning, F.E. Moran, Fox Valley Filters, Global Water Technology, MVP Fire Systems,
Inc., Neuco, Parkway Elevators, Sievert Electric, Sterling Bay, Synergy Mechanical Solutions, and TEC. This was an unusual new
event, and all of you helped us to pull it off with great flair.
As always, the Chief Engineers are seeking sponsors for our monthly meetings. If your organization would care to be a sponsor,
please reach out to Alex Boerner at AlexB@chiefengineer.org for more information.
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Feature Story
KLEIN
KLEIN TOOLS
TOOLS
a chic ago tradition
by John Fanning
When your job is about keeping America in business, you
need tools that mean business. That’s why we at the Chief
Engineer were so eager to embrace the opportunity to visit
with Klein Tools and to tell their story to the Chiefs.
Klein Tools is a Chicago-based, family owned tool company. Since 1857, they have been crafting tools of the highest caliber and just about every professional tradesman or
tradeswoman worth their salt is carrying Klein-made tools
with them onto job sites throughout the world. I know that
reads as a pretty bold statement, but that’s because no other
toolmaker is in a position to make such a claim. Klein tools
are bold. They are also rock-solid and are made to fit the grip
of true craft professionals. For the same reasons a professional soldier doesn’t go to war with a Daisy rifle, a professional
tradesman doesn’t go to work with inferior tools they purchased from some discount website.
I happened to have acquired my first Klein tool in 1968 as an
apprentice with the now-defunct Illinois Bell Telephone Company. That tool was an electrician’s scissors that I carried with
me in my pocket tool pouch through my entire career as a
Stationary Engineer and Chief Engineer with IUOE Local 399.
Fifty-two years later, those same scissors are in my tool chest
at home, where they still get a workout on repair chores I do
around the house. They have been sharpened several times
over the years, but have never needed repair.

A board at the Klein foundry displays the vast variety of hand tools the company makes.

I am relating that little tidbit of my life to you because shortly upon meeting with Stephen Ratkovich and Brandon Wilke
of Klein Tools at the company’s forging facility in Elk Grove
Village, I told them that story and received in return a simple
nod from Stephen and a, “Yeah, we hear those stories all
the time” response. Like a fine watch, Klein tools get passed
down from generation to generation among trade professionals. It’s not a remarkable thing that a Klein tool will last
through generations. To Klein Tools, it’s simply their business
model.
The founder of Klein Tools was Mathias Klein, who in 1848,
at the age of 22, set sail on an arduous journey from his
home in Germany to the United States. Mathias had apprenticed as a locksmith from the age of 15 and planned to practice his trade in the New World. Upon his arrival in America,
his inability to speak English made it difficult for him to find
employment in his trade. He worked briefly as a servant in an
inn before signing on to a whaling ship as a blacksmith.
In those days, a whaling ship could be at sea for up to 4
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Electrician’s scissors are a standard tool of communications electricians.

s.

years. Mathias’ vessel, the Cabinet, set off from Stonington,
Conn., to sail around Cape Horn at the southern tip of South
America to Hawaii, Japan and into the Bering Sea off the
Siberian coast. On board, his job was to forge and sharpen
knives, hooks, oarlocks, clevises and harpoons — all skills
that, together with the intricacies of locksmithing, would
prepare him for things to come.
When Mathias and his crewmates returned to the United
States, he was fluent in English and had acquired the skills
needed to secure a job as a blacksmith. In 1852 he married a
woman named Anna Maria Herr, also a German immigrant,
and in 1855, Mathias moved to what was then the Great
Lakes town of Chicago to find opportunity in the rapidly
growing area. In 1833, just 350 people inhabited the Chicago
area. But the opening of the Illinois & Michigan Canal had
created an explosion of settlers that, by 1850, made Chicago
the 24th largest city with a population of about 30,000.
(Continued on page 40)
A block and tackle set manufactured at the foundry in Des Plaines.
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Stock is all American steel, specially made for Klein by American suppliers.

Germans made up the majority of the immigrants to Chicago and settled into the near-north side area that today is
referred to as Old Town. Mathias found work in a hardware
store on Lake Street in Chicago and in 1857, he opened his
own blacksmith shop in the back of a broom factory at 48th
and State Street in the downtown area of the city. Three
years later, he relocated his shop to 239 South Dearborn
Street.
In his shop, Mathias used his locksmithing skills as well has
his blacksmith skills. He fashioned hospital beds, ornamental iron fencing, mailboxes, keys, bolts, and repaired metal
tools such as hammers and chisels. During the Civil War, Chicago businesses became key suppliers for the Union Army.
Mathias prospered, fashioning parts for industrial machines
and repairing tools used in the factories that surrounded
the city.
The beginning of Klein Tools is found in a single visit by a
telegraph linesman who visited Mathias’ shop one day. An
employee of the Mississippi Valley Telegraph Company was

Various dies used in casting hand tools.
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An electric forge can produce a variety of hand tools.

in Chicago stringing wire when one of the handles on his
set of pliers broke. He asked Mathias if he could replace the
half of the pliers and Mathias did so on the spot, designing
and forging a new handle that fit perfectly together with
the other half of the linesman’s pliers.
A few weeks later, the lineman wrote to Mathias telling him
how the half part of the pliers he fashioned were far superior to the original, and asking Mathias to fashion the second
half of the original pliers so that he would have what he
termed, “a good pair of pliers.”
In the 1850s, nearly all the tools used in America came from
Germany and Switzerland. Mathias realized that he could
fashion tools that were superior to those imported from
Europe and avoid the cost associated with importing tools
from so far away. The Klein Tool Company was founded
and began its remarkable journey to becoming one of the
oldest companies in the United States.
Today, six generations later, Klein Tools is still very much

family-owned and -operated business. Operating from its
130,000 square-foot headquarters in Lincolnshire, Ill., as well
as from facilities in Texas, Arkansas, New York, Pennsylvania
and Minnesota, Klein Tools products are distributed in more
than 80 countries throughout the world.
“We have grown significantly over the years, both in our
worldwide distribution and our much more extensive product
offering,” Stephen Ratkovich, Business Development Manager at Klein Tools, told us. “Throughout that growth, we have
been proud to keep as much manufacturing as close to home
as possible.”
Brandon Wilke is the Manufacturing Manager of the Klein
Tools forging facility in Elk Grove Village, Illinois. We met
there with him and Steve for a tour of the facility, where we
witnessed the manufacturing of hand tools through electric
furnaces. Even the raw materials, like the steel used to forge
tools, is sourced from within the United States. While many
other tool companies have moved the majority of their oper
ations offshore, Klein Tools takes keen pride in never having
closed a U.S. plant to move operations abroad.
In order to remain competitive in the global marketplace,
Klein Tools has established a simple, but effective mission:
We will continuously pursue world leadership in the
design, development, production and marketing of
quality products and services that satisfy the needs of
trade professionals and others who use tools to do their
jobs.
One of Klein Tools’ most successful marketing strategies
is found in the partnerships they have formed with various workforce development and apprenticeship programs
throughout the United States. Klein Tools has made it easy
and affordable for schools and training centers to put its
products into the hands of their trainees and apprentices.
“We know that once a young man or woman works with a

Fresh from the forge, new hand tools await finishing before shipment.

We know that once a
young man or woman works
with a Klein tool, they will
recognize the quality and
functionality that is built
into our tools”
“

Klein tool, they will recognize the quality and functionality
that is built into our tools,” Ratkovich said.
“From that point on, Klein hand tools will be prominent in
their tool pouch.”
We at the Chief Engineer want to thank the Klein Tools team
for welcoming us into their factory and letting us know more
of the remarkable story about this great American company. While we already knew that Klein Tools products mean
quality and safety, it is an honor for us to spread the word to
some who might not yet be familiar with the finest tools in
America.

Some tools require intense human workmanship.
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NEWS
Dairyland to Close Coal-Fired Genoa
Plant, Lay Off 80
LA CROSSE, Wis. (AP) — Dairyland Power Cooperative plans
to close its coal-fired station in Genoa by the end of 2021.
The La Crosse-based utility announced the decision Thursday,
Jan. 23. The move will end 50 years of continuous operation
at the site and put about 80 employees of the 345-megawatt
station out of work.
Dairyland CEO Barbara Nick said the age and inefficiency
of the station — and the company's plans to build a $700
million natural gas plant in Superior — are the main reasons
for the closure.
In recent years, Dairyland officials have developed a sustainable generation plan meant to phase out coal and ramp
up the use of renewable energy sources, while minimizing
harm to employees and communities, the La Crosse Tribune
reported.
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Among those efforts is construction of the Nemadji Trail
Energy Center in Superior, a joint venture with Duluth,
Minn.-based Minnesota Power. The Wisconsin Public Service
Commission approved the project in mid-January. Dairyland
officials said the plant could open as soon as 2025.
The Sierra Club praised the decision to close the Genoa station but questioned the merits of the planned Nemadji plant.
While one fewer coal plant in Wisconsin will mean “cleaner
air, cleaner water and progress toward reducing climate-disrupting emissions,'' the group said replacing it with a gas
plant ''would be an economic and environmental disaster.”
Dairyland will offer internal placement opportunities, outplacement services and skill development programming for
the Genoa employees.
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NEWS

Michigan Sues 3M, DuPont Over
‘Forever’ Chemicals in Water

By David Eggert

LANSING, Mich. (AP) — On Tuesday, Jan. 14, Michigan sued
3M, DuPont and other companies for financial damages
from contamination caused by potentially harmful “forever”
chemicals that are turning up in drinking water across the
industrial state.
The lawsuit filed in state court alleges that 17 defendants
deliberately concealed the dangers of a class of substances
known collectively as PFAS. The filing, announced by state
Attorney General Dana Nessel and Gov. Grethen Whitmer,
came a year and a half after former Gov. Rick Snyder first
stated Michigan’s intent to sue Minnesota-based 3M and other unnamed parties.
Michigan is believed to be the third state to file a broadbased suit against multiple manufacturers over PFAS contamination, which has been confirmed at 74 sites and has
cost the state at least $25 million annually in recent years
for testing and investigations, Nessel said. The compounds,
which have been in production since the 1940s, are dubbed
“forever chemicals” because they take thousands of years to
degrade, and because some accumulate in people’s bodies.
“Without widespread investigation, sampling, remediation
of state lands and waterways, restoration of impacted natural resources, installation of very costly filtration devices, and
other preventative and remedial actions necessary to stop
these chemicals from harming our residents and our environment, the presence and migration of PFAS in our state’s
natural resources and property will continue unchecked and
indefinitely,” Nessel said, “threatening natural resources,
threatening our property and threatening the lives of our
state residents.”
A spokesman for Delaware-based DuPont said, “we are extremely disappointed they have taken this action we believe
is without merit.”
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“While fulfilling our remediation responsibilities continue to
be a priority for DuPont, we are, and have always been, committed to upholding the highest standards for the wellbeing
of our employees, our customers and the communities in
which we operate, and we will vigorously defend our record
of safety, health and environmental stewardship,” Dan Turner said.
A message seeking comment was left with 3M. The suit
names other companies, too, including some spun off from
DuPont both before and after a 2017 merger with Michigan-based Dow Chemical.
In 2018, 3M agreed to pay Minnesota $850 million to settle
a case alleging the manufacturer damaged natural resources
and contaminated groundwater by disposing of the chemicals over decades.
Studies have associated certain PFAS chemicals with increased
risk of cancer and damage to organs such as the liver and
thyroid. The suit alleges that the defendants knew or should
have known that the chemicals persist in the environment
and do not degrade, that they would inevitably accumulate
and build up in humans and animals, and that it is a potential or confirm carcinogen.
“Companies that are responsible for these contaminants
must be held accountable,” Whitmer said. “Polluters must
pay.” Perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances are
found in firefighting foam, nonstick pots and pans, water-repellent clothing, and many other household and personal
items.
Industries have phased out two of the most-studied versions
of PFAS. Manufacturers say newer forms are safer and do
not remain in the human body as long as older types. Some
researchers say too little is known about them to be sure of
that.

Michigan Attorney General, Dana Nessel, second left, announces a lawsuit against 17 PFAS manufacturers at the Attorney General’s office, Tuesday, Jan.
14, 2020, in Lansing, Mich. Michigan on Tuesday sued 3M, DuPont and other companies for financial damages from contamination caused by potentially
harmful “forever" chemicals that are turning up in drinking water across a state known for industrial manufacturing. (Joel Bissell/MLive.com/Kalamazoo
Gazette via AP)
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Motion Industries Names Chris Pacer To
Vice President – Central Group
Mr. Pacer will report to Mark Stoneburner, Motion Industries
Senior Vice President Eastern Sales & Branch Operations,
Mergers & Acquisitions.
“Chris’s experience and drive will provide the perfect foundation for his next challenge of leading the Central Group to
success,” said Mr. Stoneburner. “The promotion is well-deserved and we are excited to see him start this new decade in
a new leadership role.”
Motion Industries President, Randy Breaux, said, “I’m very
proud of Chris and his accomplishments to date. Over the
years, Chris’s acumen for the business, dedication to success,
and persistent drive for superior customer service makes him
the right person to fill this leadership role. I look forward to
seeing accelerated growth and success for the Central Group
under his direction.”

Chris Pacer, Motion Industries’ new Vice President – Central Group

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Motion Industries, Inc., a leading
distributor of maintenance, repair, and operation replacement parts and a wholly owned subsidiary of Genuine Parts
Company, has named Chris Pacer to Vice President of the
Company’s Central Group effective Jan. 1, 2020.
A graduate of the University of Toledo with a Bachelor’s
Degree in Engineering Technology (Electrical and Electronics Engineering, 1994), Mr. Pacer has more than 24 years of
experience within the industry. He has spent the last 22 years
with Motion Industries, which were dedicated to various
key roles throughout the organization. He will now lead the
Company’s newly formed Central Group.
Mr. Pacer joined Motion Industries as a certified Fluid Power
Specialist in 1997, working his way up to Branch Manager
throughout the various markets within Northern Ohio. He
then joined the company’s Corporate Accounts Team in
2011, before being promoted to his latest position of Detroit
Division Vice President and General Manager in 2014. In that
role, Mr. Pacer was responsible for the further development
and overall growth of 22 branch operations and one service
center, creating a positive experience for customers through
a multi-faceted approach to strategic value.
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CHIEF ENGINEER MEMBER INFO AND REMINDERS
•

Here are a few things to keep in mind about your membership and Chief Engineer events.

•

Members are invited to monthly meetings that take place once a month October – May

•

Events vary in location and activity from holidays and socials to education meetings

•

Meetings begin at 5:30PM

•

We understand many of you end your day before 5:00PM, however to allow for proper set up
and to provide a well-executed meeting, we ask that you honor the start time of the event
and arrive after 5:00PM.

•

Members are welcome to bring one guest, one time, who is considering membership into the
organization to the meetings

•

Membership dues are good for one year. If not renewed, your membership becomes Inactive
and you will need to renew before or upon entering events
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Arizona’s Biggest Utility Vows All Clean
Power by 2050
By Bob Christie

PHOENIX (AP) — Arizona’s largest electric utility said
Wednesday, Jan. 22, that it plans to switch to 100 percent
carbon-neutral power generation by 2050, a sharp turnaround from a company that spent tens of millions of dollars
two years ago to fight a ballot measure requiring it to use
renewable sources.
The move by Arizona Public Service is the latest in a string of
targets set by states or utilities in the U.S. West to reach carbon-neutral status as climate change pushes the region away
from traditional sources like coal. Domestic coal-fired power
generation has declined 40 percent over the past decade,
contributing to a steep decline in coal mining and several
bankruptcies.
APS Chairman and CEO Jeff Guldner said the plan he is
backing is much different than the defeated ballot measure
known as Proposition 127 because that would have required
utilities to get half their power from renewable sources by
2030. The new plan comes close to that but can be changed
if needed.

“Flexibility is always the best thing to have when you’re
dealing with future energy policy,” Guldner said in an interview. “The biggest concern we had with 127 is there was
no flexibility. It would have been ingrained in the (state)
Constitution.”
As part of the plan, the company will close a major New
Mexico coal-fired power plant seven years early but keep
relying on the nation’s largest nuclear power plant as it adds
renewable power, battery storage and other sources.
The company operates and owns the majority of the massive
Four Corners Generating Station outside Farmington, New
Mexico. The plant uses coal from a mine in the Navajo Nation, and 80 percent of its 327 workers are Native American.
The company plans to continue to rely on the Palo Verde
Nuclear Generating Station west of Phoenix to provide about
25 percent of its power past 2050. The three-reactor plant is
the largest in the nation and will be more than 60 years old
by then. It produces power with no carbon emissions.
By 2030, APS expects 65 percent of its power to be carbon-neutral, including 45 percent from renewable sources.
The company spent $38 million in 2018 to fight a proposal
requiring half its power to come from renewables by the
same year.
In the U.S. West, major utilities in New Mexico and Colorado
have announced similar plans. California plans to be carbon-neutral by 2045, while Nevada lawmakers have passed a
law requiring 50 percent renewable power by 2030.
APS expects to continue using utility-scale solar power plants
and greatly increase battery storage, while seeing more
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growth in rooftop solar. Homeowners are still installing solar
panels even after Arizona regulators cut the amount they
can get for pumping excess power back into the grid. The
company also expects natural gas to play a significant bridge
role.
APS will stop using coal for power generation by 2031, when
it plans to end operations at Four Corners. A major plant in
northeastern Arizona that APS bought power from closed
last year, and it plans to shutter the two units its owns at the
Cholla Power Plant near the eastern Arizona community of
Joseph City in 2025.
The Arizona utility, owned by a publicly traded holding company known as Pinnacle West Capital Corp., serves 2.7 million
people in 11 of 15 counties.
APS came under fire in recent years for spending millions
to back favored candidates for the Arizona Corporation
Commission, which sets customer rates and profits for public
utilities that have been granted monopolies. The commission
must approve the company’s plans.
Guldner, who took over as CEO in November, told regulators
earlier in January that the company would not spend money
on future commission elections.
The decision to move to carbon-free power by 2050 was

Arizona Public Service chairman and CEO Jeff Guldner poses for a portrait
Tuesday, Jan. 21, 2020, in Phoenix. Arizona’s largest electric utility announced that it plans to switch to 100 percent carbon-neutral power generation by 2050, with a goal in 10 years of hitting the 65 percent mark. (AP
Photo/Ross D. Franklin)

partially driven by public support for ideas behind the ballot
proposal, Guldner said. The measure was initially popular
but lost by a wide margin after APS spent big to highlight
its costs to consumers. APS also has been hearing from major
customers and others about clean power.
The company aims to send a clear message to industries
supplying utilities that it needs innovative ideas to boost
carbon-neutral power.
“That 2050 piece is not just a symbolic commitment,” Guldner said. “It’s meant to be a signal that says this lets us focus
on solving the gaps in the technology and the gaps we have
today so that we can get there.”
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States Charge More for Electric Cars as
New Laws Take Effect
By David A. Lieb

The new year brought new charges for some owners of electric vehicles, as an increasing number of states seek to plug in
to fresh revenue sources to offset forgone gas taxes.
In Hawaii, the charge will be $50. In Kansas, $100. In Alabama and Ohio, $200.
New or higher registration fees went into effect for electric
vehicle owners in at least eight states. For the first time, a
majority of U.S. states will impose special fees on gas-free
cars, SUVs and trucks — a significant milestone as the trend
toward green technology intersects with the mounting need
to pay for upgrades and repairs to the nation’s infrastructure.
Though electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles comprised less
than 2 percent of new vehicle sales in 2018, their market
share is projected to rise substantially in the coming decade.
State officials hope the new fees will make up for at least
part of the lost gas tax revenue that is essential to their road
and bridge programs.
“I think states are still trying to determine what is a fair or
equitable fee on these electric vehicle owners,’’ said Kristy
Hartman, energy program director at the National Conference of State Legislatures.
Imposing fees on electric vehicles is one of several societal
trends reflected in laws taking effect in 2020.
Twenty-one states will raise their minimum wage, including
several to $12 an hour or more. Illinois will become the 11th
state to legalize recreational marijuana for adults. And Cal-
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ifornia will join about 10 states that enacted measures this
past year relaxing deadlines to sue or prosecute for prior sexual abuse — a reaction to the ongoing sexual abuse scandal
in the Roman Catholic Church.
Until now, the federal government and some states have
offered incentives to people to buy electric vehicles. But federal tax credits are phasing out for some of the most popular
models made by Tesla and General Motors, and some states
also are switching course.
Illinois, for example, had offered a two-year license plate for
electric vehicles for $35, a sizable discount over its basic $98
annual registration fee. Under a law that raised both registration fees and fuel taxes, electric vehicle owners will have
to pay the new basic annual rate of $148, plus an additional
$100 intended to offset the lost fuel taxes.
“It’s kind of a blanket penalty for anyone who chooses to
go electric,’’ said Neda Deylami, a Tesla owner who founded

Chicago for EVs, a group that advocates for electric vehicles.
Three-quarters of the revenue from Alabama’s new $200 fee
on electric vehicles and $100 fee for plug-in hybrids will go
to fund state and local roads and bridges. The other quarter
will fund grants for electric charging infrastructure, and will
expire once electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles surpass 4% of
all vehicles in the state.
The fee is designed to bring “more than just a fairness relative to maintenance and construction of infrastructure,’’ said
Alabama state Rep. Bill Poole, a Republican, who sponsored
the legislation. “I think it went further in terms of planning
for the future.’’
Because average commuting distances vary by vehicle owner,
it’s difficult to set a universally fair fee for electric vehicles,
said Loren McDonald, a California-based industry analyst who
runs the website EV Adoption.
“States are actually being very reasonable about this,’’ McDonald said, noting that some are charging less than what
vehicle owners might otherwise pay for fuel taxes.
Other states with new or higher electric vehicle fees taking
effect in 2020 include Iowa, Oregon and Utah. California,
which accounts for nearly half of all electric vehicle sales in
the U.S., is to collect a $100 fee on new “zero-emission’’ vehicles starting July 1.

Neda Deylami poses for a portrait while charging her electric vehicle at
a Chicago area grocery store. Owners of electric vehicles in a number of
states have been hit with newly introduced fees to pay for road repairs in
the new year. (AP Photo/Charles Rex Arbogast)
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Techline

NSA Finds Major
Security Flaw in
Windows 10, Free
Fix Issued
By Matt O’Brien

The National Security Agency has discovered a major security
flaw in Microsoft’s Windows 10 operating system that could
let hackers intercept seemingly secure communications.
But rather than exploit the flaw for its own intelligence
needs, the NSA tipped off Microsoft so that it can fix the
system for everyone.
Microsoft released a free software patch to fix the flaw Tuesday, Jan. 14, and credited the intelligence agency for discovering it. The company said it has not seen any evidence that
hackers have used the technique.
Amit Yoran, CEO of security firm Tenable, said it is “exceptionally rare if not unprecedented’’ for the U.S. government
to share its discovery of such a critical vulnerability with a
company.
Yoran, who was a founding director of the Department of
Homeland Security’s computer emergency readiness team,
urged all organizations to prioritize patching their systems
quickly.
An advisory sent by the NSA Jan. 14 said “the consequences
of not patching the vulnerability are severe and widespread.’’
Microsoft said an attacker could exploit the vulnerability by
spoofing a code-signing certificate so it looked like a file
came from a trusted source.
“The user would have no way of knowing the file was malicious, because the digital signature would appear to be from
a trusted provider,” the company said.
If successfully exploited, attackers would have been able
to conduct “man-in-the-middle attacks” and decrypt confidential information they intercept on user connections, the
company said.
“The biggest risk is to secure communications,’’ said Adam
Meyers, vice president of intelligence for security firm CrowdStrike.
Some computers will get the fix automatically, if they have
the automatic update option turned on. Others can get it
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A Microsoft Windows sign on display at a store in Hialeah, Fla. The National Security Agency has discovered a major security flaw in Microsoft’s Windows
operating system. Microsoft says the NSA notified the company about it. A fix was made available Tuesday, Jan. 14, 2020. (AP Photo/Alan Diaz)

manually by going to Windows Update in the computer’s
settings.
Microsoft typically releases security and other updates once a
month and waited until Jan. 14 to disclose the flaw and the
NSA’s involvement. Microsoft and the NSA both declined to
say when the agency privately notified the company.

Those changes happened after a mysterious group calling
itself the “Shadow Brokers’’ released a trove of high-level
hacking tools stolen from the NSA, forcing companies including Microsoft to repair their systems.
The U.S. believes that North Korea and Russia were able to
capitalize on the stolen hacking tools to unleash devastating
global cyberattacks.

The agency shared the vulnerability with Microsoft “quickly
and responsibly,’’ Neal Ziring, technical director of the NSA’s
cybersecurity directorate, said in a blog post Tuesday.
Priscilla Moriuchi, who retired from the NSA in 2017 after
running its East Asia and Pacific operations, said this is a
good example of the “constructive role’’ that the NSA can
play in improving global information security. Moriuchi, now
an analyst at the U.S. cybersecurity firm Recorded Future,
said it’s likely a reflection of changes made in 2017 to how
the U.S. determines whether to disclose a major vulnerability
or exploit it for intelligence purposes.
The revamping of what’s known as the “Vulnerability Equities Process’’ put more emphasis on disclosing vulnerabilities
whenever possible to protect core Internet systems and the
U.S. economy and general public.
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Techline

The Big Lesson From the Bezos Hack:
Anyone Can Be a Target
By Matt O’Brien

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) — You may not think you’re in the
same league as Jeff Bezos when it comes to being a hacking
target. Probably not, but you — and just about anyone else,
potentially including senior U.S. government figures — could
still be vulnerable to an attack similar to one the Amazon
founder and Washington Post owner apparently experienced.
Two U.N. experts recently called for the U.S. to investigate a
likely hack of Bezos’ phone that could have involved Saudi
Arabian Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman. A commissioned forensic report found with “medium to high confidence” that Bezos’ iPhone X was compromised by a video
MP4 file he received from the prince in May 2018.
Bezos later went public about the hack after the National
Enquirer tabloid threatened to publish Bezos’ private photos
if he didn’t call off a private investigation into the hacking of
his phone. It’s not clear if those two events are related. The
Saudis have denied any involvement in the purported hack.
The events could potentially affect U.S.-Saudi relations. On
Friday, Sen. Ron Wyden, an Oregon Democrat, said he is
asking the National Security Agency to look into the security
of White House officials who may have messaged the crown
prince, particularly on personal devices. Jared Kushner, a
White House aide and President Donald Trump’s son-in-law,
is known to have done so using WhatsApp.
Wyden called reports of the Bezos hack “extraordinarily
ominous” and said they may have “startling repercussions
for national security.”
But they could resonate at the personal level as well. As the
cost of hacking falls while opportunities to dig into peoples’
online lives multiply, more and more people are likely to end
up as targets, even if they’re not the richest individuals in the
world.
Ultimately, that boils down to a simple lesson: Be careful
who you talk to — and what you’re using to chat with them.
“People need to get out of the mindset that nobody would
hack them,” said Katie Moussouris, founder and CEO of Luta
Security. “You don’t have to be a specific target or a big fish
to find yourself at the mercy of an opportunistic attacker.”
WhatsApp, owned by Facebook, is generally considered a
secure way of trading private online messages due to the
fact that it scrambles messages and calls with encryption so
that only senders and recipients can understand them. What
many people may not have realized is that it, like almost any
messaging service, can act as a conduit for malware.
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Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos speaks at the the Amazon re:MARS convention in
Las Vegas. Two U.N. experts this week called for the U.S. to investigate a
likely hack of Bezos' phone that could have involved Saudi Arabian Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman. A commissioned forensic report found with
“medium to high confidence” that Bezos' phone was compromised by a
video MP4 file he received from the prince in May 2018. (AP Photo/John
Locher, File)

That encryption, however, is no help if a trusted contact
finds a way to use that connection to break into the phone’s
operating system. In fact, an infected attachment can’t be
detected by security software while it’s encrypted, and apps
like WhatsApp don’t scan for malware even once files are
decrypted.
WhatsApp users can disable the automatic downloading of
photos, videos and other media, which happens by default
unless the user takes action.
Other messaging apps are likely also vulnerable. “It just so
happens that this one was a vulnerability in WhatsApp,” said
JT Keating, of Texas-based security firm Zimperium. “It could
have been in any one of any number of apps.”
Prince Mohammed exchanged numbers with Bezos during a
U.S. trip in spring 2018. On the same visit, the prince also met
with other tech executives, including the CEOs of Google,
Apple and Palantir, as well as sports and entertainment celebrities and academic leaders. Virgin Group founder Richard
Branson gave the Saudi delegation a tour of the Mojave Air
and Space Port in the desert north of Los Angeles.
Google and Apple didn’t respond to emailed requests for
comment on whether their executives shared personal
contacts after that trip. Palantir Technologies confirmed that
its CEO Alex Karp met with the prince but said they never
shared personal messages. Virgin Group said it was looking
into it.
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Fiat Chrysler in Talks With Foxconn to
Develop Electric Cars
MILAN (AP) — Fiat Chrysler is in talks with the Taiwanese
company Foxconn to develop and manufacture battery-powered vehicles, the U.S.-Italian automaker said Friday, Jan. 17.
Fiat Chrysler is in the process of merging with France’s PSA
Peugeot, which is 12-percent owned by Chinese company
Dongfeng Motor Co. Both Fiat Chrysler and Peugeot have
lagged in developing electric powertrains and also have
been struggling to increase sales in China, the world’s biggest auto market.
It was unclear what impact Fiat Chrysler’s proposed joint venture with Foxconn, formally known as Hon Hai Precision Ind.
Co., Ltd., would have on the wider merger, which is expected
to be completed in the next year or so.
If a deal with Foxconn is reached, a joint venture would
focus first on China, the biggest market for electric cars with
1.2 million vehicles sold last year — half the global total.
“The proposed cooperation ... would enable the parties to
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“The proposed cooperation
... would enable the parties to
bring together the engineering,
manufacturing and mobile
software technology to focus
on the growing battery
electric vehicle market”
— Fiat Chrysler

bring together the engineering, manufacturing and mobile
software technology to focus on the growing battery electric
vehicle market,” Fiat Chrysler said in a statement, with talks
aimed at reaching a binding agreement “in the next few
months”.
Automakers around the world have announced a series of
electric vehicle partnerships to share the soaring cost of technology development. Companies including General Motors
and Toyota have joint ventures with Chinese partners to take
advantage of their experience at making low-cost vehicles.
The Chinese government has a credit-based system that
encourages automakers to sell electric vehicles, leading to
a proliferation of brands. But industry analysts expect high
development costs to drive many of them to merge, a trend
that has led to a complicated mix of ties among competitors.
Daimler AG’s Mercedes Benz has electric vehicle joint ventures with both BYD Auto, one of the biggest global makers
of battery-powered vehicles, and rival Geely Holding, which
is best known abroad as the owner of Sweden’s Volvo Cars.
Geely also has two separate electric brands, Geometry and
Volvo’s Polestar.

A Microsoft Widows sign on display at a store in Hialeah, Fla. The National
Security Agency has discovered a major security flaw in Microsoft’s Windows operating system. Microsoft says the NSA notified the company about
it. A fix was made available Tuesday, Jan. 14, 2020. (AP Photo/Alan Diaz)

Beyond its stake in PSA Peugeot, Dongfeng also has joint
ventures with Nissan, Kia, and Groupe Renault, all of whose
product lineups include electric models.
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New Products

50 HP 1-to-3™ Microgrid Power Source™
Powers Multiple 3-Phase Motors
from Single Phase Utility Input
CINCINNATI, OH — Single Phase Power Solutions introduces
the 50 HP 1-to-3™ Microgrid Power Source featuring a patented BELLE™ Motor with Written-Pole® technology to deliver three-phase power from single-phase utility service. The
50 HP 1-to-3 can be used to operate a 25 HP motor threephase motor, and multiple other motors up the remaining 25
HP of capacity. Ideal for areas without three-phase service,
this revolutionary approach eliminates the high fuel and
maintenance costs, and the pollution of fossil-fuel-powered
Gen-Sets, while delivering superior power quality to that of
a conventional phase converter. It is far more cost effective
than extending 3-phase power where it is not currently available. The 50 HP 1-to-3 Microgrid Power Source is ideal for a
broad range of industries and applications, including mining,
agriculture, and commercial and industrial sites where three
phase power is not available. Also available in 75 and 100 HP
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configurations.
A Written-Pole single-phase motor can drive a three-phase
conventional generator to produce clean, balanced voltage. The proven converter circuit can start multiple smaller
3-phase motors. The 1-to-3 Microgrid Power Source can start
a single motor up to about 50 percent of its rating, and
other smaller motors up to its output rating, thus providing
flexibility and cost savings.
Because of the high load synchronizing capability of the
Written-Pole drive motor, a large flywheel can be added to
greatly improve the motor starting capacity of the threephase generator.
Cost Effective and Ongoing Cost Savings
Extending three-phase distribution is expensive, typically
between $30K to $110K per mile. Using a 1-to-3 Microgrid
Power Source avoids that cost. Utilities often amortize the
high cost to extend distribution, charging customers monthly fees whether they use the power or not. Use of a 1-to-3
avoids these charges, which can range from $12K to $60K
per year. The highly efficient Written-Pole Motor driving the
1-to-3 achieves a full load efficiency exceeding 88 percent,
which can reduce energy costs by thousands of dollars each
year. Since the 1-to-3 input runs at unity power factor, there
is no power factor penalty, a potentially significant cost
avoidance.
Low Maintenance
The 1-to-3 can replace the diesel or gas engines that are often used as the prime movers for pumps and generator sets.
In addition to adding fuel, these engines require significant
maintenance and upkeep such as filters, spark plugs, belts,

oil changes, and more. The Written-Pole motor requires very
little maintenance in comparison. Air and noise pollution
are also reduced, but most importantly reliability is greatly
improved with the 1-to-3.
Power Quality
The 1-to-3 allows weak single-phase lines to deliver strong
three-phase power with excellent voltage regulation and
precise 60 Hz frequency. The generator output voltage
provides well-balanced three-phase power capable of staring
and running large three-phase motors and power quality-sensitive electronic controls. This equipment isolates the
application (and the utility) from harmonics that are harmful
to sensitive loads.
Efficiency
Written-Pole motors start using only 1.7x their rated running
current. This eliminates the excess voltage sag or “flicker”
that can cause problems on distribution lines. The efficiency
rating of the motor is 95.5 percent and the generator efficiency is 93.5 percent, resulting in an overall efficiency of 89
percent with 10 percent electrical isolation. With the 1-to-3
Power Source™ customers served by single phase lines can
get high-quality power for three-phase applications. Unlike
conventional phase converters, the 1-to-3 provides true,
balanced, three-phase power, eliminates disruptive harmonic feedback, is a unity power factor load to the utility, and
with an added flywheel, can ride through momentary power
interruptions with ease.
Single Phase Power Solutions manufactures the world’s only
large horsepower single-phase motor. Their patented Written-Pole technology delivers a robust and reliable solution
for agricultural, industrial, municipal, oil & gas, and emerging market application that need large horsepower output
but only have access to a single-phase power line. They
manufacture a full range of Belle Motors™ up to 100 HP as
well as their 1-to-3 Microgrid Power Source that generates
three-phase power from a single-phase line. For additional information, visit www.sppowersolutions.com, or write
sales@sppowersolutions.com, or Single Phase Power Solutions, LLC, 5460 Muddy Creek Road, Cincinnati, OH, 45238, or
call (877) 430-5634.

Single Phase Power Solutions’ 50 HP 1-to-3™ Microgrid Power Source emloys a BELLE™ Motor with Written-Pole technology to deliver three-phase
power from single-phase utility input.
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New Products

Fairview Microwave Releases New Series
of RF Surge Protectors Featuring 4.3-10
Connectors
IRVINE, Calif. — Fairview Microwave Inc., an Infinite Electronics brand and a leading provider of on-demand RF, microwave and millimeter wave components, has unveiled a new
line of coaxial surge protectors created to guard valuable
communications equipment from power surges and indirect
lightning strikes.
Fairview’s new RF surge protectors are offered with either
male-to-female or male-to-male 4.3-10 connectors. This product line features low insertion loss, maximum input power as
high as 500W and multi-strike capability. It also boasts VSWR
as low as 1.12:1, a surge current rating of 20kA and the
lowest let-through energy in the industry. Plus, the models
in this line have a waterproof IP67 rating and are CE & RoHS
compliant.
“Our new 4.3-10 RF surge protectors were made to protect
sensitive hardware and maintain high RF performance with
a proprietary surge technology that supports fast responses
to lightning and power surges. Plus, this entire product line
is available off-the-shelf with same-day shipping and no
minimum order quantity,” explains Dan Rebeck, Product Line
Manager.
Fairview’s new 4.3-10 coaxial lightning and surge protectors
are in stock and ready for immediate shipment.
For inquiries, Fairview Microwave can be contacted at
+1-972-649-6678.
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Fairview Microwave’s new Coaxial RF Surge Protectors support frequency
ranges of 698 MHz to 2.7 GHz

FEBCO Introduces ArmorTek™
Advanced Coating System
FEBCO has announced the addition of the ArmorTek™ advanced coating system to its ductile iron backflow preventer
valves. This advanced patent pending technology provides
three layers of protection to create an effective barrier, dramatically increasing resistance to corrosion.
According to Cameron Rapoport, Backflow Product Specialist
for FEBCO, “When epoxy coating is breached, iron exposed
to water corrodes, and in some cases, bacteria can create
accelerated microbial-induced corrosion (MIC). “
The ArmorTek three-pronged corrosion protection solution
provides:

• Microbial inhibitor — ArmorTek’s exclusive formulation
inhibits the growth of bacteria that cause MIC. This further
slows the spread of corrosion and limits the growth of tubercles that can clog or foul downstream equipment.
• Robust topcoat — ArmorTek’s top layer is specially
designed to bond to the primer below, providing a highstrength barrier between the iron substrate and water.
ArmorTek technology is a unique field-proven, multi-layer
approach to corrosion protection for iron valves. For more
information, go to https://www.watts.com/armortek.

• Anti-corrosion primer — An advanced primer contains
an electrochemical corrosion inhibitor. It significantly slows
the spread of corrosion should the metal substrate become
exposed from wear or impact.
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Events

ACCA 2020 Conference & Expo
March 16-18, 2020
St. Louis Union Station Hotel, Curio Collection by Hilton
St. Louis, MO
ACCA 2020 focuses on helping HVAC contractors to optimize
for business growth and success by learning from the industry’s most successful owners, entrepreneurs, top consultants,
and innovative and creative up-and-comers.
The Conference program is filled with HVAC training opportunities and powerhouse speakers covering the most critical
and timely topics affecting HVAC contractors today. Sessions
cover a wide range of topics that will help contractors be
better business people and grow their profit margins year
over year.
The Expo space showcases the top products and services
available in the industry.
Networking opportunities are uniquely targeted, giving you
ample time to make the connections you need to grow your
business.

challenges, and then to deliver a presentation that delivers
maximum impact for every dollar you invest.
Jacob Schick, CEO of 22Kill
After a triple-stacked tank mine detonated below his vehicle
in Al Anbar Province, Iraq in 2004, Jake suffered compound
fractures in his left leg and left arm; multiple skin, ligament
and bone losses; varying burns; partial loss of his left hand
and arm; amputation below the knee of his right leg, traumatic brain injury (TBI) and post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD).
Jake has undergone over 50 operations, 23 blood transfusions, and countless hours of rehabilitation. Jake will tell will
tell you his physical injuries weren’t the worst that happened
to him. For years, he dreaded his TBI and PTSD diagnosis;
common mindset amongst warriors. “Physical pain reminds
you you’re alive, mental pain tests your will to stay that
way,” is a saying that Jake says often regarding suffering
mentally. “Pain is inevitable, suffering is optional,” is another quote Jake refers to frequently while referring to being a
dealer of hope.

Keynote Speakers:
Gerry O’Brion, CSP
Gerry O’Brion is a marketing keynote speaker and author
who translates big brand strategies into knowledge that any
business can use to win in the marketplace. Gerry’s presentations drive growth with companies of all sizes from small
businesses to billion-dollar brands. Gerry built his career
growing big brands and distills that experience into creating
strategies and real ideas that are actionable immediately.
After earning his MBA at the University of Michigan, he
worked with Procter & Gamble on brands such as Crisco,
Tide, Mr. Clean, and Spic & Span. Next, at Coors Brewing
Company he managed Coors Light, a $2 billion business.
He was then VP of Marketing for the $1.5 billion Quiznos
restaurant chain. Gerry was most recently VP of Marketing
for Red Robin Gourmet Burgers, a $1 billion brand.
Gerry works to first understand your unique goals and

Jake has become a staunch advocate for maximizing the
potential in people from all walks of life and shares his story
and the effects of being severely wounded at public speaking engagements throughout the country motivate people
to be better tomorrow than they were today and raise
awareness to the epidemic of the 22 warriors that die by
suicide every day.
A passionate and fearless leader whose quick wit and stories
of intestinal fortitude have a profound impact on everyone
he meets. Jake is currently the CEO of 22KILL, an organization that has created a community that raises awareness and
combats suicide by empowering veterans, first responders,
and their families through traditional and non-traditional
therapies.
Jake has appeared on James Gandolfini’s HBO special Alive
Day Memories: Home from Iraq, as well as 60 Minute Sports
and various other local and national venues. Jake has been
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featured in roles in Clint Eastwood’s productions’ of American Sniper and The Mule and has appeared in Bradley
Cooper’s production of A Star is Born. You can read Jake’s
eloquent wisdom on resilience in Psychology Today.
For more information or to register to attend, visit www.
accaconference.com
Taco Comfort Solutions Announces Bi-weekly “Taco
Tuesday” Webinar Training
Taco will host a new, bi-weekly webinar training series, Taco
Tuesday, throughout 2020. These fun, fact-filled, one-hour
webinars will keep participants up-to-date with the latest
HVAC systems, tools and technologies. The webinars will
occur on Tuesdays at 12:00pm EST, and every month will
feature one residentially focused topic and one commercially
focused topic.
Taco Comfort Solutions’ Director of Training, John Barba,
has announced the first quarter 2020 webinar topics, below.
Webinar topics and registration links can be found at http://
www.tacocomfort.com/tacotuesday
Taco Tuesday First Quarter 2020 Webinar Schedule:
Feb. 11: Residential focus: Zone Valves -vs- Circulators;
Which is Better?
Presented by John Barba
Feb. 18: Commercial focus: Basics of Hydronic Solution
Software
Presented by Rich Medairos, P.E., and Brett Zerba
March 10: Residential focus: Making DHW Recirculation
Easy and Effective
Presented by John Barba
March 17: Commercial focus: Pump Selection/Taco Project
Builder
Presented by Rich Medairos, P.E., and Brett Zerba
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Ashrae Update

ASHRAE Breaks Ground on Global
Headquarters Renovation Project
ATLANTA – ASHRAE recently held a groundbreaking event to
celebrate the start of construction on its new global headquarters renovation project.
The event marked the beginning of the renovation on
a two-story, 66,700 square-foot building, located at 180
Technology Parkway, Peachtree Corners, Ga. The project is
expected to be completed by late summer, with ASHRAE’s
approximately 125-person staff scheduled to move into the
new headquarters building by October 2020.
Separate donor recognition and public events will be held
throughout the course of the project, starting with an initial
donor recognition at the 2020 ASHRAE Winter Conference in
Orlando, Fla., Feb. 1-5, 2020.
“Our new headquarters project will showcase ASHRAE’s
best practices and help us achieve our vision of a healthy
and sustainable environment for all,” said 2019-20 ASHRAE
President Darryl K. Boyce, P.Eng. “Because of the support of
generous donors through ASHRAE’s building campaign, we
are able to make this project a reality.”
Features such as water-efficient plumbing and landscape,
energy efficient HVAC and lighting systems, as well as the
ability to harness on site energy production and be a net-zero-energy ready building were clearly defined as project
requirements. Project requirements also include:

•
•
•

Operation and maintenance needs, featuring an easily
maintainable and secure facility that has low operations
and maintenance costs;
Excellent indoor environmental quality requirements that
facilitate occupants’ productivity by providing a comfortable environment, good HVAC system performance;
Good space utilization, good acoustical qualities, unified
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•
•
•

interior style and high durability of finishes;
Design criteria that meets and, in some cases, exceeds the
requirements set forth in ASHRAE Standards 62, 90.1, and
follows the guidelines as set forth in the new ASHRAE
Advanced Energy Guideline for Office Buildings;
A work environment that enhances the general health,
fitness and wellbeing of the workforce;
Sustainability which may be substantiated through available certification programs such as LEED®, Green Globes,
Fitwell or WELL Building or Living Building Challenge.

In attendance at the groundbreaking event were members
of ASHRAE’s Building Ad Hoc and Technical Advisory Subcommittee. Also present were representatives from Houser
Walker Architecture and Integral Group, the design team
working on the project, and representatives from Collins
Project Management (Project Management), Skanska (Construction Manager at Risk) and Epsten Group (Commissioning
Agent). McLennan Design was unable to attend.
“ASHRAE’s new headquarters will serve as a model of how
to successfully renovate an older, less-efficient building into
a showcase example of a state-of-the-art energy-efficient office building,” said Building Ad Hoc Committee Chair Ginger
Scoggins. “I am proud to serve on the ad hoc committee of
this important project and even more proud of the powerful
statement it will make regarding sustainable renovation of
the existing building stock.”
“The plans for this project incorporate some of ASHRAE’s
most well-known indoor air quality and energy standards
and the end result will be a building that will offer a cutting
edge, tangible example of sustainability in action,” said
Technical Advisory Subcommittee Chair Tim McGinn.
ASHRAE has a highly visible building campaign to support
donor contributions with a wide array of benefits including:

ASHRAE recently held a kickoff ceremony for the groundbreaking of its new global headquarters in Atlanta.

prominent building displays, donor wall recognition, naming
rights, features in national and international ASHRAE and
industry publications and case studies, web presence, social
media presence and a special commemorative publication
about the project.
For more information about ASHRAE’s Global Headquarters Renovation project, please visit
ashrae.org/newhq, where you’ll find:

•
•
•
•
•

Information on how to donate to ASHRAE’s Global Headquarters
Photos, renderings and details of the plans and concepts
Answers to frequently asked questions
Project timelines
Coverage from various outlets regarding the project
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1074 W. Taylor St. Suite 169
Chicago, IL 60607

Jim Foster
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jimfoster@10-1Systems.com

Mike Foster

Superintendent
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American Street Guide

Longtime Dubuque Manufacturer Proud
of Ability to Change
By Jeff Montgomery | Telegraph Herald

DUBUQUE, Iowa (AP) — Given its extensive history in
Dubuque, one might assume The Adams Co. has been a model of consistency for the past 130 years.

primarily as a foundry out of a facility near Dubuque’s Ice
Harbor. It continued to serve in that capacity for more than a
half-century.

During that span, however, the company’s path to success
has been marked by frequent and significant changes. Adams Co. moved its location across town earlier this century
and, at various points, overhauled its business model.

Other areas of focus have come and gone.

Company executives speak about this change with a sense of
pride.
“We have evolved substantially from what our roots were,”
President and CEO Steve Arthur told the Telegraph Herald.
Today Adams Co. is located 8040 Chavenelle Road in
Dubuque. The business employs 70 people and custom-manufactures gears, shafts and power transmission parts.
The company’s history dates back to 1883, when it operated

For the better part of 20 years, spanning the late 1800s into
the early 1910s, the company also was in the business of
car manufacturing. It produced multiple vehicles under the
name Adams-Farwell but ultimately left that line of work
when the likes of Henry Ford carved out a massive market
share in the industry.
Adams Co. also created decorative fireplace accessories for
about three decades until selling off that portion of the
business in 2008.
While its focus may be narrower today, the company’s methods continue to evolve and leaders are continuously looking
for ways to improve in an ever-changing market.
Adams Co. creates products for a wide range of clients spanning multiple industries and geographical areas.
The business primarily creates gears and shafts for customers
in the ag, oil and construction industries. Its reach extends
well beyond its Midwest roots.
“We have customers in nearly every state,” said Pat Meehan,
a sales coordinator who also works in the tooling and methods department.
Meehan noted that Adams Co. has some customers in
Canada and one in Europe. Meanwhile, many of its domestic customers disperse parts from the Adams Co. across the
globe, meaning that the Dubuque-based firm has more of an
international reach than meets the eye.
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Generally speaking, Meehan said most products created at
Adams Co. go through a similar process.
The company receives steel in large bars, measuring from 20
to 30 feet in length. Employees then saw the steel into the
preferred lengths.
From there, the parts are taken to the “blanking department” where they are transformed into the general configuration that is desired.
Parts are then sent to the tooth-cutting department, where
the “teeth” of the gears are etched into the product. Afterward, the products get “burred,” a process that involves
removing the sharp edges.
The parts are ultimately sent to an outside facility where
they undergo heat treatment. This process ensures a hardened and more durable surface.
While many products follow a general path to completion,
Meehan emphasized that each part is tailored specifically to
a client’s needs.
“Everything we make is per our customer’s designs,” Meehan
said.

For more than 120 years, Adams Co. called the Ice Harbor
home.
In the early 2000s, however, efforts to reshape the Port of
Dubuque into a more tourist-friendly location precipitated an end to this lengthy run. Officials from the City of
Dubuque and Adams Co. worked in conjunction on a relocation plan that ultimately prompted the company’s move to
Dubuque Industrial Center West.
In 2004, the company moved into a newly constructed,
50,000 square-foot building that sits on 9 acres along
Chavenelle Road.
The company now has resided in that same facility for 15
years. However, the equipment and processes within continue to change rapidly.
“With what we do, there is a constant evolution in the types
of tooling being made, the material they are made out of
and the coatings on them,” said Meehan. “It affects the type
of equipment we invest it, how we make the parts and how
quickly things get done.”
Arthur said Adams Co. now employs about 70 workers and
said that number has remained relatively stable in recent
years. The productivity of the company has continued to rise
while the workforce total remains level.
“Employees are more efficient because the processes are
more efficient,” said Arthur. “We’ve been able to increase
our levels of work without increasing the workforce.”
Like many American manufacturers, Adams Co. continues to
be impacted by foreign competition.
Arthur acknowledged that the company is acutely aware
that it is operating in an “international market.” As a result,
it will continue to emphasize innovation.
“We are always looking to apply our knowledge to other
types of industries and product lines,” he said. “As the world
changes, you have to change with it. We will continue to try
to evolve.”
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1 Metronome
1 Metronome
marking
marking
4 Clairvoyance
4 Clairvoyan
7 Hand
cetool
10 Before
7 Hand tool
(prefix)
10 Before
13 Middle
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(prefix)
dweller
13 Middle
15 Small fresh
East
water fish
dweller
17 Lotion
15 Small fresh
ingredient
water fish
18 Tack
17
19 Not Lotion
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ingredient
20 Monkey’s
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mine
19 Not
22 Good
fortune
20 Monkey's
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nickname
22 Good
24 Female
singer
___ fortune
Apple
23 Huckleberr
26 Puzzle
y Finn's
28 Teacher’s
writing
tool
nickname
30 Kimono
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24 Female
31 Self-righteous
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32 Possessive
Apple
pronoun
26 Puzzle
33 Either
end of a
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yardwriting
of a tool
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sail
30 Kimono
37 Throw
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31 Self42 Epoch
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43 In __ (together)
32 Possessive
46 So we see
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48 Flightless bird
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49 Before
tenend
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51 African river
a square
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57 Soon
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63 Encounter
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64 Depend
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74 Exclamation
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83 Bug
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84 Beech
63 Encounter
85 S.A. Indian
64 Depend
87 Affirmative
65 __ Lanka
88 Water (Sp.)
Spanish who
66 Prophet
89
"one"the arc
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67
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Trendinto
68 Bring
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71 bondage
Exclamatio
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95 Time
zone
n
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Ride
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__ Minor
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70
29 Skirt edge Churn
124 Ogle
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Adviserespect
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110
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112
e.g.
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116 Adam’s wife
118 Concord e.g.

Boiler Room Annex
Applying Yourself

Source: hutnyak.com
Young man Murphy applied for an engineering position
at an Irish firm based in Dublin. An American applied
for the same job and both applicants, having the same
qualifications, were asked to take a test by the department
manager.
Upon completion of the test, both men only missed one
of the questions. The manager went to Murphy and said,
“Thank you for your interest, but we’ve decided
to give the American the job.”
Murphy asked, “And why would you be doing that? We
both got nine questions correct. This being Ireland and me
being Irish, I should get the job!”
The manager said, “We have made our decision not on
the correct answers, but rather on the question that you
missed.”
Murphy then asked, “And just how would one incorrect
answer be better than the other?”
The manager replied, “Simple — the American answered
question no. 5, ‘I don’t know.’ You put down, ‘Neither do I.’”

J AN UARY SO LUT I O N

Reward Offered … for Whomever Made These Puns

Source: www.repairfaq.org
A reward of 500 microfarads is offered for information
leading to the arrest of Hopalong Capacity. This unrectified
criminal escaped from a Weston Primary cell, where he had
been clamped in ions awaiting the gauss chamber.
He is charged with the induction of an 18 turn Coil named
Milli Henry, who was found choked and robbed of valuable
joules. He is armed with a carbon rod and is a potential killer.

Hopalong Capacity is also charged with driving a DC motor
over the Wheatstone bridge and refusing to let the band
pass. If encountered he may offer series resistance.
The electromotive force spent the night searching for him
in the magnetic field where he had gone to Earth. They had
no success and believed Capacity returned Ohm via a short
circuit. He was last seen riding a kilocycle with his friend
Eddy Current, who was playing “Ohm on the Range” on his
harmonica.
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Chicago’s Premier Fueling Solution
FOR STAND BY GENERATORS

When your building loses power, don’t rely on the mythical luck of crossed fingers and hope that the
lights turn back on… Bell Fuel’s “Fuel Assurance Program” gives operators of emergency generators
the benefit of guaranteed timely deliveries. If your facility were to lose power, you have certainty of
supply throughout the outage.
Our Fuel Assurance Program sets us apart as the industry leader in this time-sensitive business.
A 6 hour guaranteed delivery in an emergency and the additional benefit of Bell’s Premium D-2®
generator diesel fuel. As a proven and documented “Premium” fuel, Bell’s Premium D-2 ® is the most
qualified fuel to use in occasional use engines such as those powering stand-by generators.

We’ve put a century into our experience to help solve your fueling needs.
Call 800.244.0148 to schedule
a no cost fuel analysis!
Bellfuels.com

4701 Midlothian Turnpike, Suite 4 • Crestwood, IL 60418
708-293-1720
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